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IF A LARGE PART OF THE SUCCESS OF THE CATALAN FILM
AND TELEVISION INDUSTRY IN THE INTERNATIONAL
ARENA CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO ANY ONE GENRE, IT IS
THE DOCUMENTARY. IN THIS FIELD, OUR FILM-MAKERS
HAVE DEMONSTRATED A MATURITY AND A COMPETENCE
THAT HAS LEFT ITS MARK ON SOME OF THE MOST PRES-
TIGIOUS FESTIVALS AND MARKETS. THE 2004 ACADEMY
AWARDS ‘OSCARS’© AND 2005 SAN SEBASTIAN INTER-
NATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL ARE TWO CASES IN POINT,
AMONG OTHERS SUCH AS BERLIN, CANNES, TORONTO
OR AMSTERDAM.

Within our own territory two major documentary events are run, Medimed and DocsBarcelona, in
themselves an indication of the importance attached to the documentary genre in Catalonia. This
catalogue brings together close to 100 completed productions and over 40 projects in develop-
ment, indisputably the most weighty contribution from the Catalan film and TV industry and the most
highly praised by critics. 

Biographies, historical facts, social phenomena… in short, pieces of memory recorded in images,
which are the raw material of the 2006 Catalan documentaries. Now you can enjoy each and every
one of them. 

Angela Bosch
Director
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3055 Jean Leon
3055 Jean Leon

The legend of Jean Leon seduced the glamour of Hollywood. He created La Scala, the Beverly Hills res-
taurant that drew crowds of celebrities, and served Jean Leon wine at its tables, one of the most highly
appreciated in the world. His son, Jean Leon Jr. delves into his father’s life, working backwards from his last
years in Thailand. At the age of nineteen, Jean Leon, born Ceferino Carrión in Santander, Spain, in 1928,
escaped from the law across the French border, and from there stowed away in the hold of a transatlantic
headed for the USA. He worked in Los Angeles as a waiter at the Villa Capri, Frank Sinatra’s restaurant, and
became good friends with James Dean, Natalie Wood, and a large number of performing arts students. In
1955, he opened his own restaurant, La Scala, which soon became the in-place in Hollywood. Jean Leon
served Marilyn Monroe the last dinner before her tragic death; hosted five US Presidents; fed important
mafia dons, and witnessed deals that went on to become legendary films... Having made his fortune, he retur-
ned to Spain in 1962 and created one of the most appreciated wines of his native land, in the Penedès
region. He later set sail on his yacht "La Scala a mare" to pursue his new ambition, a reproduction of 
La Scala restaurant in Phuket, Thailand, a final dream that was not to be. A cancer of the larynx forced him
to give up his journey. He died in Los Angeles in 1966, in the company of his children and away from his
numerous friends, whom he did not wish to bid farewell.



> Director: Agustí Vila
> Produced by: Bausan Films - 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Loris Omedes
> Script: Agustí Vila
> Director of photography: Xavier Gil/David Omedes/Diego Dussuel
> Original score: Ian Briton
> Sound: Amanda Villavieja
> Cast: Jean A. Leon/Dennis Hopper/Paul Newman/Angie Dickinson
> Audience: General
> Running time: 90 min.
> Technical data: Color/35mm/1.85:1/Dolby Digital
> Original version: Spanish - English - Catalan
> Other versions available: Spanish/Catalan/French/English
> Sales: Bausan Films
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A day with Leopoldo Maria Panero
Un día con Leopoldo María Panero
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Following the publication of a CD-book featuring the poems of Leopoldo María Panero, musicians Carlos
Ann and Enrique Bunbury travel to the Canary Islands to meet the "cursed poet", who is interned at the
psychiatric hospital of Las Palmas. 

> Director: Jacobo Beut
> Produced by: Producciones Avinyó Films - 2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Jacobo Beut
> Script: Jacobo Beut
> Director of photography: Jacobo Beut
> Original score: Carlos Ann
> Sound: Victor Vega
> Audience: Adult
> Running time: 22 min.
> Technical data: B&W
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English subtitles
> Sales: Producciones Avinyó Films 
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A world at their feet 
Un mundo a sus pies
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A documentary short about how children from countries like Nigeria, India, Vietnam, Argentina or Reunion
Island perceive and experience football. What does football mean to them? Should women play football? We
discover that football is an international way of connecting people. Young and old, all over the world, know
the same football players and have the same idols. Football has no frontiers. Anyone can play and you don’t
have to speak the same language to play together. In fact, football is the only common language for peo-
ple all over the world. 

> Director: Sandra Camps
> Produced by: Multiculti Producciones – 2004/2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Sandra Camps
> Script: Sandra Camps
> Original score: Javier Mariscal
> Audience: General
> Running time: 12 min.
> Technical data: shot on MiniDV
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English subtitles
> Sales: Multiculti Producciones
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Argentinian diary
Diario argentino

Lupe, an Argentinian who migrated to Catalonia during the 2001 economic crisis, says farewell to her hus-
band and her two children in Barcelona. She’s travelling to visit her mother for a brief holiday on the Atlantic
coast of Argentina. Due to a slight dyslexia, Lupe is unable to distinguish between right and left, and the tra-
ces in her memory left by that trip make her look for the cause of her problem elsewhere than psychology
and anatomy: this disorientation she suffers may come from Argentina’s recent history.
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> Director: Lupe Pérez
> Produced by: Imposible Films/Rizoma (Argentina) – 2004/2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Marta Esteban/Hernán Musaluppi
> Script: Lupe Pérez
> Director of photography: Carlos Essmann
> Cast: Lupe Pérez/Mª Teresa Garcia/Alfredo Bernich
> Audience: Adult
> Running time: 78 min.
> Technical data: Color/35mm shot on Digital Betacam/Dolby
> Original version: Spanish
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An analysis of the life and work of ceramicist Josep Llorens Artigas. Under the direction of Artigas 
grandson, artist Isao Llorens Ishikawa, this documentary offers previously unedited images of Artigas work,
and footage from the films of Català Roca including interviews with friends of the ceramicist, such as
Frederic Amat or Francesc Miralles, and family, his son Joan Gardy Artigas. The documentary introduces us
to the work of Artigas, explores the motifs that inspired him, and looks at the value attributed to his work by
art critics, writers, and other celebrated artists, as well as his own personal definition of art.

Artigas
Artigas
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> Director: Isao Llorens
> Produced by: ABS Production Barcelona/Genco Films - 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Joan Cutrina
> Script: Isao Llorens/Joan Gardy/Toni Solé/Eva Baró
> Director of photography: Sergi Sampol
> Sound: Miquel Solà
> Audience: General
> Running time: 71 min.
> Technical data: Digital video/Color-B&W/1.85:1/Stereo
> Original version: Catalan - Spanish - French - Japonese
> Other versions available: Catalan/Spanish/French
> Sales:  ABS Production Barcelona
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F for Fontcuberta
F de Fontcuberta
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Contemporary man doesn't know that the fiercest of all predators is the oyster; that some famous Soviet
cosmonauts have been erased from History; that mermaids have truly existed in the French region of
Provence. Behind all these astonishing truths there is one very unique man: the Spanish photographer Joan
Fontcuberta, universally known as 'The King of Fake'. 

This mockumentary is a journey inside the world of one of the most flamboyant contemporary artists and
his incredible discoveries. A trip into the misty no-man's land between fake and reality.

> Director: Gerardo Panichi & Daniele Vila
> Produced by: Medianimación/Mallerich Films Paco Poch/TVC/Citrullo International (Italy) - 2005
> Executive producer: Miquel Àlvarez/Paco Poch
> Script: Gerardo Panichi/Daniele Vila
> Director of photography: Carlo Hintermann/Luciano Barcaroli
> Original score: Aleksandar Cari/Luca Venitucci
> Sound: Carlo Hintermann/Luciano Barcaroli
> Audience: Adult
> Running time: 73 min.
> Technical data: Digital Betacam/Color
> Original version: Catalan - Italian - French
> Other versions available: Catalan & Italian subtitles
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From Madrid to the moon
De Madrid a la lluna
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A chronicle of Spain's not-so-swinging swinging 60's, beginning with the arrival of Eisenhower in Madrid
and ending with the arrival of the Americans on the moon. Journalists, historians and personalities of the
time share their experiences and impressions, enhanced by an enlightening selection of archive material. 

> Director: Carles Balagué Mazón
> Produced by: Els Quatre Gats Audiovisuals/Diafragma P.C./Sagrera TV/P.G. Production Services - 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Josep Anton Pérez Giner
> Script: J. A. Pérez Giner/Carles Balagué
> Director of photography: Carles Gusi/Teresa Burgos
> Original score: Carles Casas
> Sound: Natxo Ortuzar/F. Alonso/Bruno Borbolla
> Audience: General
> Running time: 90 min.
> Technical data: Shot in HD/35mm/Color/Dolby 
> Original version: Catalan - Spanish
> Sales: Els Quatre Gats Audiovisuals
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If only a lament
Ar meno un quejío
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Luna and Manu, a fictional couple, shoot a documentary about flamenco, with Chico Ocaña, the leader of
the group "Mártires del Compás", providing the means of access. Through this road movie we come to an
understanding of the essential singing styles of flamenco, with interviews, performances in different coun-
tries and a good deal of sub-realism. 

> Director: Fernando de France
> Produced by: Eddie Saeta - 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Lluís Miñarro
> Script: Fernando de France/Chico Ocaña
> Director of photography: Albert Prous/Xavi Morón
> Original score: Chico Ocaña (Mártires del Compás)
> Sound: Licio Marcos de Oliveira
> Cast: Vicenta Ndongo/Chico Ocaña/Paul Berrondo/Álex Brendemühl
> Audience: General
> Running time: 97 min.
> Technical data: Color/1.85:1/Stereo SR
> Original version: Spanish - Catalan
> Other versions available: French subtitles
> Sales: Eddie Saeta
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In the western world, any reference to the legend of the Grail invariably inspires a greater sense of 
expectation than do other symbols or legends incorporated into official cults. Possibly it is the process 
of searching implicit in this legend that makes it truly different to all the others. 

But what is the Grail? An object or a spiritual quest? Is there any proof that allows us to suppose it really
existed? And what about the destruction of the Cathar and Occitane nobility? Was it a crusade against 
heretics, or does it conceal a secret related to the Grail? 

Through an analysis of the legend of Parsifal, the seeker of the Grail, and the studies of the German 
historian Otto Rähn, sent by Himmler to look for the Grail in Occitane, we gain an insight into a world which
is at once magical, mysterious and exceedingly beautiful.

In search of the Grail
A la recerca del Grial
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> Director: David Grau
> Produced by: Pilar Montoliu - 2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Pilar Montoliu/Alberto Aranda/Xavier Granada
> Script: David Grau
> Director of photography: Alberto Prous
> Sound: Nono Ruiz
> Cast: Jordi Dauder/Cèlia Pastor/Jonay Fuentes/Laia Blanch
> Audience: Adult
> Running time: 70 min.
> Technical data: Color/Betacam
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: English subtitles
> Sales: Pilar Montoliu
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Inner urge
Inner urge
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A documentary about a jazz club in Portugal.

> Director: Isabel Rodrígues
> Produced by: CECC Grup Cinema Art – 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Hector Faver
> Script: Isabel Rodrígues
> Director of photography: Esteban García
> Sound: Pablo Demichelis/Sonia Piñeiro
> Audience: General
> Running time: 18 min.
> Technical data: Color/35mm/1.66:1/Dolby SR
> Original version: Portuguese
> Other versions available: Spanish/English
> Sales: CECC Grup Cinema Art
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A documentary short on the repercussions of the potential demolition of an old textiles factory, "La
Escocesa", in Barcelona's Poble Nou district, which today has become a shared space for a community of
artists. Local people and the artists themselves give an account of their experiences and voice their expec-
tations. 

La Escocesa 
La Escocesa 
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> Director: Lucia Laurin
> Produced by: E.C.I.B. - 2005
> Executive producer: Carolina Otalvaro
> Script: Lucia Laurin/Geraldo Souza/Carolina Otalvaro/Carlos Hernández
> Director of photography: Carlos Hernández
> Original score: Javier Macia
> Sound: Geraldo Souza
> Audience: General
> Running time: 28 min.
> Technical data: Color
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No sanctuary (The Spanish 
embassy siege)
"Saber quién echó fuego ahí" 
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On January 31, 1980, a group of peasants, supported by student groups, occupied the Spanish embassy
in Guatemala in an endeavour to publicly denounce the massacres that General Romeo Lucas García's tro-
ops had been carrying out in the country's interior, especially in the region of the Quiché. At 13:30h the poli-
ce occupied the balconies and roof of the embassy building. At 15:00h flames were leaping out of the win-
dow. No-one was allowed in to extinguish the fire. No-one was allowed out. Thirty-seven people burned to
death. 

Twenty-five years later, this documentary looks at the facts again, taking as its focal point the words of pea-
sant Gregorio Yujá as he lay in hospital the morning before he was kidnapped and murdered: "Who knows
who set the place on fire!" 

The story begins in the mountains of the Quiché region, in the north of Guatemala. As we track down the
families of the peasants who died at the embassy, their small grand stories become interwoven, and are re-
lived in the first person. It is a search for light in events shrouded in darkness. 

> Director: Lluís Crous
> Produced by: Sensemayá - 2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Lluís Crous
> Script: Lluís Crous
> Director of photography: Ernesto Villalobos/Aleyda Valdez
> Sound: Ernesto Villalobos
> Audience: Teens/Adult
> Running time: 52 min.
> Technical data: Color/Digital video/Mono
> Original version: Spanish 
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Sensemayá
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Professionals.
The most dangerous bank 
robbers of the 80s
Professionals. Els atracadors més perillosos 
dels 80
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From the mid 70's to the end of the 80's, a new generation of juvenile criminals caused tremendous public
outcry in Spain. It was a time of civic fear, a time of severe marginalization caused by the huge numbers of
immigrants that flooded Barcelona from other parts of Spain. They were years of economic crisis and tran-
sition politics.

This documentary is about people who were born and raised under the influence of the delinquency of the
50's and 60's. Convinced they could become professionals, they soon abandoned small-time theft and tur-
ned to the armed robbery of banks in order to maintain the high-cost lifestyles to which they had become
accustomed. They were colder men than the average criminal of that time, always armed and willing to draw
their gun should the need arise. And when the banks got tired of suffering the biggest wave of hold-ups in
their history, it caused a change of direction within that state of criminal well-being. 

> Director: Joan Cutrina
> Produced by: Genco Films/TVC /Backdoor Productions - 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Joan Cutrina
> Script: Lluc Oliveras
> Director of photography: Sergi Sampol
> Original score: Lluc Oliveras
> Sound: Miquel Solà
> Audience: Adult
> Running time: 75 min.
> Technical data: Color-B&W/Digital Betacam/1.66:1/Stereo
> Original version: Catalan - Spanish
> Other versions available: Spanish and English subtitles
> Sales: Genco Films
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A documentary short exploring the essence and magic of belly dancing, an age-old art veiled in cliché and
taboo. Guided by the discourse of four instructors, the viewer is enveloped in sensual images and oriental
rhythms that reveal the more human, universal side of this dance tradition, and the multiple ways in which it
can be experienced.

The chords of the soul 
Los acordes del alma
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> Director: Mari Ángeles Ramos
> Produced by: E.C.I.B. - 2005
> Executive producer: Eider Kadierno
> Script: Maria del Mar Altabella
> Director of photography: Andréia Moysés
> Original score: Frederic Comí
> Sound: Frederic Comí
> Cast: Sandra Calisto
> Audience: General
> Running time: 28 min.
> Technical data: Color
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The devil’s miner
La mina del diable
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The story of 14-year-old Basilio Vargas and his 12-year-old brother Bernardino, as they work in the Bolivian
silver mines of Cerro Rico which date back to the sixteenth century. Through the children’s eyes, we encoun-
ter the world of devout Catholic miners who sever their ties with God upon entering the mountain.  It is an
ancient belief that the devil, as represented by hundreds of statues constructed in the tunnels, determines
the fate of all who work within the mines. Raised without a father and living in virtual poverty with their
mother on the slopes of the mine, the boys assume many adult responsibilities. They must work to afford
the clothing and supplies vital to their education. Basilio believes only the mountain devil’s generosity will
allow them to earn enough money to continue the new school year. Without an education, the brothers have
no chance of escaping their destiny in the silver mines.

> Director: Richard Ladkani & Kief Davidson
> Produced by: Urban Landscapes/La Mita Loca Film Production/Polar Star Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Richard Ladkani/Kief Davidson/Carles Brugueras/Bettina Walter
> Script: Richard Ladkani/Kief Davidson
> Director of photography: Richard Ladkani
> Original score: Leonardo Heiblum/Andrés Solis
> Sound: Tobias Corts
> Audience: General
> Running time: 82 min.
> Technical data: Color/Digital Betacam/Dolby
> Original version: Spanish - Quechua
> Other versions available: subtitles in various languages



Every year thousands of tuna fish swim into the Mediterranean. The hand of man lies in wait, in a ritual of
blood and death: three hundred tuna trapped in an encirclement of nets. Terrified, they thrash their tails, until
the circle becomes a huge curtain of water. Images of nature unrestrained. 

40

The encirclement
El cerco
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> Directors: Ricardo Íscar & Nacho Martín
> Produced by: CECC Grup Cinema Art/Paralel 40 – 2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Hector Faver/Joan González
> Script: Ricardo Íscar/Nacho Martín
> Director of photography: Ricardo Íscar/Nacho Martín
> Sound: Ricardo Íscar/Nacho Martín
> Audience: General
> Running time: 12 min.
> Technical data: Color/35mm/1.85:1/Dolby SR
> Original version: mute
> Sales: CECC Grup Cinema Art
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The forgotten
Els perdedors
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Who were the soldiers from the Rif, those that fought in Christian territory on the fascist side of a war they
neither shared nor understood? Used, manipulated and then forgotten, the old Muslim soldiers had no right
to a disability allowance or a widow’s pension until 1957. But from 1936 to 1939 they had walked the
length and breadth of Spain, fighting against the Republican troops, loosing their youth and their lives.

> Director: Driss Deiback Mimun
> Produced by: Zip Films/Sur Films/Zangra Films/Canal 2 M - 2005
> Classification: 2006
> Executive producer: Jordi Rediu/Norbert Llaràs/Ivonne Ruocco
> Script: Dris Deiback Mimun
> Director of photography: Udo Alberts
> Sound: Marcelo Ruocco
> Cast: Hammou Zarioh el Houchine/Amar Lassar Amar/Josep Maria Sole i Sabate
> Audience: General
> Running time: 80 min.
> Technical data: Color/35mm
> Original version: Catalan - French - Berber
> Other versions available: English 
> Sales: Zip Films
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The future
L’avenir
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Everything changes but the sound of the mines still remains. Close to Lens, the people of Merchuin open
their doors, think and talk about the future. A collective portrait at the beginning of the 21st century, in
France, in Europe.

> Director: Claudio Zulian
> Produced by: Acteon - 2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Montse Herrera
> Script: Claudio Zulian
> Director of photography: Bernard Wuthrich
> Sound: Claudio Zulian
> Audience: General
> Running time: 23 min.
> Technical data: B&W/Digital Betacam/Stereo
> Original version: French
> Versions available: Spanish & English subtitles 
> Sales: Acteon
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The magicians
La doble vida del faquir
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"The magicians" returns to a school in the Catalan town of Sant Julià de Vilatorta where, in 1937, in the
midst of the Spanish Civil War, an amateur film-maker in hiding made an adventure film using the children
from an orphanage as actors. The protagonists relive those childhood days when they changed their 
school uniforms for turbans and exotic costumes, while reality imposed its own fancy dress ball, inside and
outside their school, with military uniforms and priests dressed as civilians.

> Director: Elisabet Cabeza & Esteve Riambau
> Produced by: Oberon Cinematogràfica –2004/2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Antonio Chavarrías
> Script: Elisabet Cabeza/Esteve Riambau
> Director of photography: Albert Pascual
> Original score: Eduardo Arbide
> Sound: Albert Manera
> Audience: General
> Running time: 94 min.
> Technical data: Color+B&W/35mm shot on DVCam/Dolby stereo
> Original version: Catalan - Spanish
> Other versions available: Catalan/Spanish & English subtitles
> Sales: Oberon Cinematogràfica
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Who killed Walter Benjamin...?
Qui va matar Walter Benjamin...?
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… not just a reconstruction of a death but the living portrait of the scene of the crime.

In September 1940, after seven years of exile, Walter Benjamin crossed the Pyrenees in a desperate
attempt to escape the Nazis. According to the official version, Walter Benjamin did make it across the
French-Spanish border successfully. But when he arrived in the Catalan town of Portbou, a sudden change
in legislation impeded his entry into Spain and he was obliged to spend the night at a local hotel under the
close vigilance of three guards, whose orders were to deport him the following morning. In utter despair and
accompanied only by his latest manuscript, Benjamin took his own life, swallowing an overdose of 
morphine. The local doctor, however, declared it a natural death and Benjamin was given a Catholic burial
in the municipal cemetery, under a wrong name. Did the doctor conceal some hidden cause of Benjamin’s
death? What became of his last manuscript? Was there really a change of legislation? Was Walter Benjamin
aware that Portbou was a pro-Franco town virtually occupied by the Nazis?

Who killed Walter Benjamin…? reaches for answers among the suspicious circumstances of his death,
giving at the same time a portrait of a frontier town anchored between two fronts, constant witness of 
evasion, persecution and false hopes.

> Director: David Mauas
> Produced by: Medianimación/Milagros Produccions/TVC/Nik Media - 2005
> Executive producer: Miquel Àlvarez/David Mauas
> Script: Joan Ripollès/David Mauas
> Director of photography: Rachel Russinek
> Original score: Xavier Maristany
> Sound: César Fernandez/Shinya Kitamura
> Audience: Adult
> Running time: 73 min.
> Technical data: Color/Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: Spanish/English subtitles
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Without stones
Sin piedras
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A documentary on life as seen through the eyes of two boys: Yazan, who lives in the Palestinian city of
Hebron, and Sergi who lives in Barcelona, Spain. We observe their daily lives in parallel, their particular situa-
tion and existence, and how they react to the different milieu that comprise their respective worlds: school,
family, dreams and distractions.

Yazan leads us by the hand into a side of the Arab-Israeli conflict rarely reflected in the media, providing an
insight into how the situation affects the daily life of the Palestinian people, while Sergi shows us life in a
European city and enables us to see how despite the differences there are also many things in common.

> Director: Quim Fuster & Pau Itarte
> Produced by: Lost Artist - 2005
> Executive producer: José González
> Script: Quim Fuster/Pau Itarte
> Director of photography: Marc Zumbach
> Original score: Pepet i Marieta
> Sound: Roger Orcau
> Audience: General
> Running time: 54 min.
> Original version: Catalan-Arabic
> Other versions available: English/French/Spanish
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Yago
Yago
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The first person account of an 11-year-old boy with dwarfism who decides to undergo an operation to leng-
then his legs and gain 15 centimetres in height, 15 centimetres which, for Yago, are essential to his quality
of life and will allow him access to many places which are now out of bounds. Yago's parents are of normal
stature, as are 80% of the parents of children suffering from dwarfism, and he will always be a dwarf even
after the lengthening procedure. But the worst thing is that "dwarfism is the only illness that makes people
laugh".  

> Director: Sandra Camps
> Produced by: Multiculti Producciones – 2004/2005
> Classification: 2005
> Executive producer: Sandra Camps
> Script: Sandra Camps
> Audience: General
> Running time: 6 min.
> Technical data: shot on MiniDV
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Multiculti Producciones
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> Shepherd's saying / Dita de pastor 150
> Social theatre / Teatre social 152
> Sons of the river / Els fills del riu 154
> Spraysion 156
> Tàrrega 1981, hit the street! / 

Tàrrega 1981, tots al carrer! 158
> That noise the cinema makes / 

Aquell soroll que fa el cinema 160
> The battle against Franco / Lluita antifranquista 162
> The Comas & Prió case / El cas Comas i Prió 164
> The daily news stand / El quiosc diari 166
> The difficult return / El difícil retorn 168
> The epic of the cod / L'epopeia del bacallà 170
> The grandfather and the camera / 

L’avi de la càmera 172
> The intimate diary of a minor gangster / 

Diario íntimo de un pequeño gangster 174
> The lady on the trapeze / La dona del trapezi 176
> The last urban gardener / L'últim pagès 178

> The legacy of Francisco Javier in Japan. 
A Navarrese in the land of the daimios / 
El legado de Francisco Javier en Japón 180

> The line / La ratlla 182
> The local barber’s / La barberia del barri 184
> The night sun / El sol de la nit 186
> The philospher Sacristán / Sacristán filòsof 188
> The professor Sacristán / El mestre Sacristán 190
> The sanctuary of the turtles / 

El santuari de les tortugues 192
> The sketcher / El dibuixant 194
> The social movements / Els moviments socials 196
> The valley of dreams / La vall dels somnis 198
> The villages of the Rift Valley / 

Los pueblos del Rift Valley 200
> The young Sacristán / El jove Sacristán 202
> Thinking love / Pensar l'amor 204
> Tomorrow by the sea / Demà al mar 206
> Tonight we're dining with God / 

Esta noche cenamos con Dios 208
> Urban cyclists / Ciclistes urbans 210
> Waiting to return / Esperant tornar 212
> When life stops: The case of Paco Larrañaga / 

Atrapado en la injusticia: El caso Larrañaga 214
> Words in play / Paraules en joc 216
> Zanzibar, the doorway to Africa / 

Zanzíbar, la porta d'Àfrica 218
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927 on the train to hell
El comboi dels 927
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August 24, 1940. A freight train crammed with 927 Spanish Republicans who had sought refuge in France
after the Spanish Civil War pulled out of Angoulême station in southern France. Destination: Mauthausen.
It was the first train in Western Europe to deport civilians, to a Nazi death camp. 87% of the 470 people
who entered the camp died there.

The story of the train from Angoulême has remained forgotten and silenced, together with those of so many
other victims of the Franco dictatorship. It has been easy to forget the Spanish victims of Nazi concentra-
tion camps given the staggering number of Jews and other people who were murdered. To make matters
worse, the few Spanish survivors couldn’t return to Spain and those who eventually did were treated like
murderers and couldn’t talk. Today some of the thirty survivors are asked to speak out and set the record
straight. 

> Director: Montse Armengou & Ricard Belis
> Produced by: TVC - 2004
> Camera: Walter Ojeda
> Original score: Albert Carlota
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: Spanish/English/French
> Sales: TVC
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Acaballao
Acaballao
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A journey of discovery which in the end comes face to face with an inescapable duality: yes or no, to stay
or to leave, here or there. The inevitable destiny of the human condition and especially of the Cuban condi-
tion.

> Director: Toni Marin Vila
> Produced by: Zip Films/Blanc Frame/Pedro Veitía - 2005
> Executive producer: Jordi Rediu/Norbert Llaràs/Pedro Ballesteros
> Script: Toni Marin Vila/Óscar Sánchez
> Camera: Pedro Ballesteros
> Original score: Toni Marin Vila
> Sound: Óscar Sánchez
> Cast: Pedro Veitía/Cristina Hernandez
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 84 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Zip Films
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Americans.cat
Americans.cat
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Five American citizens who live in Catalonia, three men and two women, explain what brought them to
Catalonia. Though they still feel an attachment to their homeland, they are concerned by the invasion of Iraq
and none of them supports the war their country began. However, the anti-Americanism of the demonstra-
tions against the war piqued more than one of them.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Llúcia Oliva
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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An excellent education
Escola excel·lent
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During the first third of the 20th century, the Catalan education system pioneered a movement of educa-
tional reform that was at the forefront of Europe. Educational and political resolve converged in Barcelona
with a group of exceptional educators who contributed to the dissemination of a teaching method which the
students at that time have never forgotten. Six of these one-time students, now elderly, recall their school
days with relish. 

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Lurdes Cortès
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Argan
Connexió Argan
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"Argan" means "olive tree" in the Berber language. It’s also the name chosen for the musical fusion project
between traditional Berber musicians and Catalan jazz players. This documentary is about this musical and
social experience, over eight months of dialogue between sounds and cultures. 

> Director: Jordi Call 
> Produced by: Benecé Produccions/TVC/Mercat de Música Viva de Vic – 2005/2006
> Executive producer: Xavier Atance
> Script: Jordi Call/Driss el Maloumi/Xavi Maureta
> Camera: Jordi Call/Albert Ramírez
> Original score: Connexió Argan
> Sound: Aleix Quaresma
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 54 min.
> Original version: English-French-Catalan-Arab-Berber
> Other versions available: Catalan subtitles
> Sales: Benecé Produccions
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Art in the streets
Art als carrers
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Four street artists in Barcelona show their work and explain the how and why of their alternative lifestyle.
All four have opted to live in Barcelona and do what they enjoy, despite the more precarious lifestyle this
choice has entailed. They offer a different perspective on the city they have adopted. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Mikel Tejada
> Camera: Yvan Shreck
> Sound: Paco López
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Beauties and beasts
Belles i bèsties
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Three women share a passion for primates and the legends about them. Olga Feliu, Carme Vidal and Olga
Martín have all established very strong bonds with the animals they study and care for.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Montserrat Ubach
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Behind table football
Tras el futbolín
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A review of the history of table football, narrated by its inventor, Alejandro Finisterre, who also looks into the
problems table football is currently coming up against in Spain. 

> Director: Bep Moll de la Fuente
> Produced by: Tratart Produccions - 2005
> Executive producer: David Marqués/Bep Moll
> Script: Joan Pons/Bep Moll
> Camera: Sam Moreno/Elías Pando
> Original score: Alpha Artic
> Sound: David Marqués
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 53 min.
> Format available: DVCam/Betacam/DVD
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English & Catalan subtitles
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City of asylum
Ciudad refugio
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Barcelona became the world's first City of Asylum in 1996. But nowadays more than 30 cities form part of
this international network of asylum for writers threatened by death because they have exercised their right
to freedom of speech. Conceived after the fatwa and persecution suffered by the writer Salman Rushdie
upon publication of "The satanic verses", the Cities of Asylum project aims to assist other writers who may
find themselvs in a similar situation. This is the case, for example, of Cuban writer, Rolando Sánchez Mejías,
now a refugee in Barcelona, who once directed literary workshops under the Castro Regime but was later
labelled a persona non grata because he rejected censorship and promoted the publication of censured
authors. Or the Iranian writer, Soudabeh Alishahi, who defied censorship to write about the condition of
women in Iran. Threatened with death by the ayatollas, she was arrested and tortured until she managed to
escape the country with her 16-year-old daughter and was granted asylum in Oslo. 

> Director: Sandra Camps
> Produced by: Multiculti Producciones - 2005
> Executive producer: Sandra Camps
> Script: Sandra Camps
> Camera: Javier Mariscal/Artur Alvarez
> Original score: Javier Mariscal
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 54 min.
> Format available: Video/DVD
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English subtitles 
> Sales: Slot Serveis Audiovisuals
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Cuba sings to Serrat
Cuba le canta a Serrat
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Starting from singer-songwriter Juan Manuel Serrat’s 1973 concert in La Havana, we meet three genera-
tions of Cuban musicians who perform Serrat’s famous songs and explain why they chose them. We also
meet friends and Cuban personalities who have spent time with Serrat on his visits to the island. Featuring
Pio Leyva, Ibrahim Ferrer, Pablo Milanés, Silvio Rodriguez, Omara Portuondo, Orquesta Aragón, Chucho
Valdés, Fran Fernández and Grupo Compay Segundo.

> Director: Joan Minguell
> Produced by: Zip Films/TVC/Discmedi/SGAE - 2005
> Executive producer: Jordi Rediu/Norbert Llaràs
> Script: Joan Minguell
> Camera: Boris Iván Crespo
> Sound: Jorge Luis Chipiona
> Genre: Musical
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 50 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam/Stereo/Color
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: French/English/Italian/Portuguese/Japonese/Catalan/German
> Sales: Zip Films
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Dealing in livestock
Tractant amb bèsties
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Manel and Àngel are a father and son team who deal in livestock. Àngel joined his father’s business not
long ago and, though he’s still learning the trade, he’s already introduced some changes. Closing deals over
the internet or by mobile phone are some of the innovations Àngel has contributed. This documentary looks
at how two generations have different ways of approaching the same trade, a trade which is bringing itself
up to date.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Pons
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Do it yourself
Hazlo tu mismo
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An innovative documentary series filmed by the very people who feature in it; just normal, everyday people
who record themselves dealing with normal everyday challenges. 

The treatment sets itself apart from the standard home video on the basis of one very simple idea: What
happens when the person who’s filming turns the camera around and includes him or herself? The prota-
gonists have total freedom to film what they like without interference, and the result is surprising: an honest,
true-to-life document the viewer can relate to, whether it’s sharing amusing, commonplace moments or
situations charged with emotion.

“Do it yourself” aims to involve viewers, to establish rapport with the characters, to be moved by them, sti-
mulated to think by them, and to have fun with them. The protagonists are all aged between 18 and 30, a
group generally overlooked by broadcasters. But the programme also provides a valuable insight for parents
as to what their kids do, how they think and what they’re like. 

> Director: Carles Porta
> Produced by: Porta Gasset/Bausan Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Carles Porta/Loris Omedes
> Script: Esther Costa
> Genre: Documentary
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 36 x 20 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Spanish
> Sales: Bausan Films
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Doulas
Doules
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Imma Sàrries has a job which is somewhat out of the ordinary. She’s a doula, that is, she provides advice,
information, and support to mothers before, during, and just after childbirth. As we follow her on the job, we
see how she works with a woman about to give birth, gives classes on conditioning the perineum, advises
a mother who’s expecting her third child, and has meetings with a first time mother-to-be.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Magda Sampere
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Exile and death of a poet
Destierro y muerte de un poeta
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A documentary on the exile and death of the Spanish poet, Don Antonio Machado, in Collioure, France, on
February 22, 1939, as a result of the Spanish Civil War and his involvement in defending the Republican
cause. 

With the testimonials of: Leonor Machado, the poet’s niece; Santiago Carrillo, ex-Secretary General of the
PCE; Alfonso Guerra, ex-vicepresident of the Spanish Government; Rosa Regàs, writer and Director of the
National Library; Maria Núria Folch i Pi, who was present during the final stage of the poet's journey to
Collioure; Oriol Riba, son of the poet and humanist, Carles Riba, who coincided with Don Antonio Machado
on his crossing of the French border; Monique Alonso, writer; Ramón Asquerino and Milagro Fernández,
director the former and professor of history the latter at the Cervantes Institute in Madrid; and Jean Pierre
Quintana, grandson of the proprietress of the guesthouse where Don Antonio Machado died.

> Director: Hermindo Medal
> Produced by: Hermindo Medal - 2005
> Executive producer: Hermindo Medal
> Script: Hermindo Medal
> Camera: Sergio Bartolomé
> Genre: Historical
> Audience: Teens/Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 60 min.
> Format available: Film/Video
> Original version: Spanish
> Sales: Hermindo Medal
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Exploring the universe
Explorant l’univers
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Exploring the universe draws on research into extraterrestrial life from a variety of different points of view,
using easy-to-understand explanations from everyday life and with the help of appropriate settings. The
documentary also deals with space travel and some of the problems that would have to be overcome in
order to move through the universe, and tackles the subject of aliens, their appearance and what contact
with beings from other planets might mean for humankind.

> Director: Jaume Grau
> Produced by: Mercuri - 2005
> Executive producer: Pilar Razquin
> Script: Jaume Grau
> Cast: Tomas Molina
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 50 min.
> Original version: Catalan
> Sales: Mercuri
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Facundo Bacardi. 
The legend of rum
Facundo Bacardí. La llegenda del ron
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The legend of rum begins when Facundo Bacardí (born in 1815, Sitges, Barcelona) travels to Santiago de
Cuba, hoping to find fortune and a better life. After trying a multitude of business ventures, he travels over-
seas and one day meets a French merchant who confides in Facundo his best-kept secret: the formula for
a superior and exquisite new kind of rum. Bacardí sets up the rum business on his own. This is his story.

> Director: Francesc Garcia Novell
> Produced by: Ediprem Producciones/TVC/Canal Plus - 2006
> Executive producer: José Corso
> Script: Ana Klamburg
> Camera: Antonio Cortez
> Sound: Nómadas 57
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 56 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: Spanish/English 
> Sales: Ediprem Producciones
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Five stars
Cinc estrelles
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For the last three years, a hotel has been under construction in Barcelona’s Bellvitge quarter. As with any
other construction, many retired people approach the site to see how the construction is coming along, to
comment on the changes or to criticise the engineers… But in this case, there’s another topic of conver-
sation: the blatant contrast of this five star luxury hotel looming above the traditionally working class quar-
ter at its feet. 

> Director: Raúl Cuevas
> Produced by: Parallel 40/TVC - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Gonzàlez/Antoni Tortajada
> Script: Raúl Cuevas
> Camera: Elisabeth Prandi
> Sound: Jordi Ribes
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 28 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: English 
> Sales: Parallel 40
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From the blackboard to the screen
De la pissarra a la patalla
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The current education system neglects the learning of images. In a society in which communications media
such as television, photography or the internet are commonplace means of expression, the classrom has yet
to allocate space on its syllabus for the study of the messages we receive through these media. In educa-
tion centres, the blackboard continues to hold pride of place and this has created an abyss between 
school life and the digital lives of the young. Changing this panorama will mean abandoning the usual 
dynamics in education centres and the adoption of new roles on the part of educators.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Marisol Soto
> Camera: Ramon Pazos/Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Giulia
Giulia
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This documentary retrieves the forgotten life story of the Italian Hispanist, Giulia Adinolfi Sellitti (1930-
1980), on the 25th anniversary of her death. Recently licensed in philology, Giulia Adinolfi arrived in
Barcelona in the mid-50's to complete her work on a number of Spanish literary figures such as Rojas,
Cadalso or, later, Capmany. There, she met the Barcelonese philosopher and politician Manuel Sacristán,
whom she later married. From that point on, in those times of necessary clandestinity, the intellectual work
of Giulia Adinolfi was seriously affected, but she nevertheless left an indelible mark upon her pupils at the
Aula school and the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Giulia, an Italian Communist Party militant from
adolescence, was one of the institutors of the feminist movement in Catalonia via her articles in journals
such as "Nous Horitzons" and "Mientras Tanto". Regrettably, Giulia Adinolfi died at the early age of 49. Her
grave can be found in the Catalan town of Guils de Cerdanya.

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 90 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films
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Hafida
Hafida
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Through the eyes of those around her, we discover who Hafida is and learn about her personal struggle.
Hafida has had cancer of the cervix since 1991 and has undergone an array of clinical tests to cure her ill-
ness. At first the doctors gave her three months to live, but fourteen years later she is still alive. Hafida is a
proven survivor of adversity. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Mikel Tejada
> Camera: Ibón Antuñano
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Hierro, the protected island
Hierro, l'illa protegida
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According to the World Conservation Union (IUCN), there are currently over twelve thousand species in
danger of extinction, of which more than five thousand are animal species… and new names are added to
the list daily.

All over the world, there are endangered species that need to be protected. On the island of Hierro, the sma-
llest and most westward of the Canary group, there is also one to be found: the Hierro giant lizard, a relic
of remote times that has miraculously survived to the present day. Though still catalogued today as an
endangered species, it is hoped that within five years there will be seven stable colonies on the island and
it will be removed from the list. 

> Director: José Luis Secorún
> Produced by: Rumbo Sur - 2005
> Executive producer: Olga Palet
> Camera: David Rastrilla
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 30 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Sales: Rumbo Sur
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Hit man academy
Escuela de sicarios
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20,000 euros. For that price you can have someone murdered in Europe or the United States, and for much
less in South America. Hired killing is a system that emerged with narcotics trafficking and is already deeply
entrenched in our society. One of our teams travelled to Cali, Colombia, to the heart of the hired killing appa-
rata in order to reveal the how and why of this system of murder on assignment. We look at where the core
of the problem lies and how young Colombians approach the narcotraffickers to work as paid assassins.

> Director: Sebastià Martínez Ferraté
> Produced by: Genco Films/Telecinco/Backdoor Productions - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Cutrina
> Script: Lluc Oliveras
> Camera: Josep Torras
> Original score: Lluc Oliveras
> Sound: Miquel Solà
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 45 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English subtitles 
> Sales: Genco Films
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How are you?
How are you?
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With a visual treatment along the lines of the film-making movement known as Dogme95, this documen-
tary offers a very personal vision of day-to-day life at the In Out hostel in Vallvidrera (Barcelona), a hostel
run mostly by mentally handicapped persons. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Mariana Jara/Dani Resines
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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I still don't know what I want to do
Encara no sé què vull
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A look at the experiences of five students disinterested in their studies who are doing their final year of
compulsory secondary education. Over six months the students have had to make some important deci-
sions, such as what to do after secondary schooling. At a time in which the education system in Spain is
being questioned by a large sector of society, this documentary aims not to be a portrayal of all students
today, but a reflection of the opinions and feelings of many young people who are about to complete com-
pulsory schooling.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Dúnia Ramiro/Cesc Tomàs
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 min.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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I'll make it
Me'n sortiré
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The story of Mireia Valero demonstrates how the microloan programme can assist those who find them-
selves in serious financial difficulty. The microloan enables self-employment projects to be developed and
implemented with a view to ensuring a regular source of income in the future and helps to finance the small
business projects of collectives that do not have access to conventional lines of credit. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Masip
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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In good faith
De bona fe
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This is a journey in time to the Carthusian monastery, or Charterhouse, of Santa Maria de Montealegre in
the town of Tiana, to the north of Barcelona. There, eleven Carthusian monks lead a life of solitude and
silence, not unlike that of their counterparts over 800 years ago when the order was founded. The monks’
contact with the outside world ends at the walls of the monastery. The cell they live in is their whole world. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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In memoriam
En memòria
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Ramon, Palmira, Agustin and Maria don’t know each other, but their lives have a lot in common. All of them
saw how the Spanish Civil War changed their existence when they were very young or not even born. All
had loved ones who left to fight with the Republicans and never returned home. No-one declared their
deaths, no-one notified their families where they were buried. 

But a year ago, 65 years after the end of the war, they received a phonecall from a historian, telling them
he had found out where their relatives were buried and bringing an end to the painful story which had dwelt
in their minds for too many years. 

> Director: Josep Maria Sarri
> Produced by: Parallel 40/TVC - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Gonzàlez/Antoni Tortajada
> Script: Josep Maria Sarri
> Camera: Òscar Pérez
> Original score: Jens Neumaier/Miquel Àngel Alemany/Alejandro Mazzoni
> Sound: Gerard Tàrrega
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 28 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Parallel 40
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Inside taxis
Dins del taxi
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Josefa has driven a taxi 12 hours a day over 10 years. She allowed us to film her in action, driving, atten-
ding to clients, talking and arguing with them. According to Josefa, you see and hear it all in a taxi. Each
customer is a world unto himself, and that’s why all you need is to be in the mood for talking and listening
and the trip can become a journey into the state of mind of each. Whoever climbs into the taxi brings their
world aboard with them, and thanks to Josefa’s reactions we come to know each a little better.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Castells/Cesc Tomàs
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Kenia and her family
La família de la Kènia
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This documentary portrays the experience of a couple made up of two dynamic women who love each other
and, just like any other couple, decide to have a child, which one of them will carry.

> Director: Llorenç Soler
> Produced by: Àrea de Televisió - 2005
> Executive producer: Oriol Porta
> Script: Llorenç Soler
> Camera: Francesc Pla
> Original score: Eduardo Arbide
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: Catalan/Spanish/English
> Sales: Àrea de Televisió
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Making "Freaks"
Making "Freaks"
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"Freaks" is a street theatre performance from veteran Catalan theatre company Gog i Magog, performed in
the 2005 edition of the Fira de Teatre in Tàrrega. The elephant man, the strongman, the contortionist, the
Siamese twins, the fly-man... all have escaped from the circus and now live in the streets performing on their
own behalf. Making "Freaks" documents the whole creative process of this ambitious show, from the origi-
nal idea to its performance before the public, through the casting process, the creation of the special
effects, the construction of the characters, the costumes, the rehearsals and the design of the music.

> Director: Carles Jiménez & Raúl de la Morena
> Produced by: A Contraluz Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Xavier Granada/Alberto Aranda
> Script: Carles Jiménez/Raúl de la Morena
> Camera: Raúl de la Morena
> Original score: Companyia Gog i Magog
> Audience: Teens/Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 26 min.
> Format available: Betacam
> Original version: Catalan
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March 11-14: the cell phone 
revolution
11M-14M: La revolta dels mòbils
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The days that elapsed between the Madrid bombing on March 11, 2004 and Spain’s general elections on
March 14 were extremely tense. This report studies how internet and SMS played a crucial role in sprea-
ding news and views about the event and deciding the election itself. The State controlled the press in the
19th century, and TV and radio in the 20th. Yet all that counted for nothing when faced by a more daunting
enemy—the power of the people to forge spontaneous networks using 21st century technology.

> Director: Manuel Campo Vidal
> Produced by: TVC/Lua Multimedia/Canal Sur Televisión - 2004
> Executive producer: Miguel Hernández/Agustina Sangüesa
> Camera: Ignacio Cano/Julio González/Gema Martín/Grama TV
> Original score: Masblanc
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 53 min.
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: Catalan/English
> Sales: TVC
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Marx in Sacristán
Sacristán marxista
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This documentary reviews the Marxist leanings of Barcelonese philosopher and politician, Manuel Sacristán
Luzón (1925-1985), as revealed in his work as a  translator of numerous writers essential to Marxism (Marx,
Engels, Gramsci, Lukács, Adorno, etc.) and as a scholar of the texts of Marx, always from a heterodox pers-
pective.

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 102 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films 
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Me and my camera
Callejeros
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A reporter carries his or her own camera to provide a fresh, different look at any current affair.

> Director: Carolina Cubillo
> Produced by: Mediapro – 2005
> Producer: Iñigo Pérez Tabernero
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 22 min.
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Merry Christmas, Samuel
Bon Nadal, Samuel
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A report on the case of Crisanto Nieve, a young man of Phillipine origin who was held in preventive deten-
tion for three years awaiting trial. The month the report was made the trial was held and Crisanto was decla-
red "not guilty" in less than 24 hours. This documentary aims to reveal how on occasions people presumed
innocent may be held in preventive detention for two years awaiting trial, longer if deemed necessary in
exceptional cases like that of Crisanto.

> Director: : Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Masip
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Mimu
Mimu
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In the summer of 2004 two groups of teenagers from immigrant communities in Vienna and Barcelona
carried out an experiment: they took to the streets with a camera and acted as reporters. Thanks to their
own testimonials and those of the anonymous persons they interview, we gain a valuable insight into their
world, their doubts about their identity and the society they have become a part of. Through their questio-
ning, the group of young reporters in Barcelona aim to shed light on the cause of the negative clichés atta-
ched to the Maghribian community.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Anna Sanmartí/Alba Mora/Marta Surera/Marcos Marín
> Camera: Anna Sanmartí/Alba Mora/Marta Surera/Marcos Marín
> Sound: Anna Sanmartí/Alba Mora/Marta Surera/Marcos Marín
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Miquel Bauçà: the invisible poet
Miquel Bauçà: poeta invisible
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A poetic homage to the life and work of the lauded yet near anonymous Catalan poet, Miquel Bauçà.

> Director: Agustí Villaronga
> Produced by: Diagonal Televisió/TVC - 2005
> Executive producer: Albert Sagalés
> Script: Jordi Coca/Miquel Obiols 
> Camera: Xavier Gil
> Original score: Toni Martí
> Sound: Natxo Ortuzar
> Cast: Pep Tosar
> Audience: Teens/Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan
> Sales: Diagonal Televisió
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Moulded lives
Vides modelades
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Ceramics is a means of expression for Núria and Lluís. It’s been over 30 years since they first set their
hands upon clay and they still remain captivated today by this artistic medium. This report looks into the lives
of these ceramicists to reveal lives moulded by clay. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Agnès Bibiloni/Mª del Mar Benseny
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Najat's book
El llibre de la Najat
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Najat doesn’t want to be treated like an immigrant who’s written a book, and she’s been working hard to
clarify that she is first and foremost a writer, wherever she may be from. She doesn’t perceive of herself as
a foreigner and asks to be considered "without labels". In this report she discusses the contradictions
encountered with regard to her origins and editorial promotion. 

> Director: Rosa Masip i Juver
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Masip
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Next stop, Mars
Propera parada, Mart
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An informative scientific documentary on the future of space travel to Mars and the possibility that this pla-
net may one day sustain life. Presented by TVC meteorologist, Tomàs Molina. 

> Director: Jaume Grau
> Produced by: Mercuri - 2005
> Executive producer: Pilar Razquin
> Script: Jaume Grau
> Host: Tomàs Molina
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 50 min.
> Original version: Catalan
> Sales: Mercuri
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No mosque!
Mesquita no!
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The protests of European citizens against the opening of Muslim mosques in their neighbourhoods marks
a stark conflict which is being repeated throughout Spain and Europe today. This report analyzes one such
clash which took place in the city of Santa Coloma de Gramenet (Barcelona) during the celebration of
Ramadan, the sacred month of Islam. Local residents, the Muslim community, government representatives
and an NGO talk about the causes, the consequences and the possible solutions for this conflict.

> Director: Alberto Aranda & Guillermo Cruz
> Produced by: A Contraluz Films/Tururut Art Infogràfic - 2005
> Executive producer: Xavier Granada/Alberto Aranda
> Script: Alberto Aranda/Guillermo Cruz
> Camera: Guillermo Cruz/Raúl de la Morena
> Audience: Teens/Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 28 min.
> Format available: Betacam
> Original version: Spanish-Catalan
> Other versions available: English & Spanish subtitles
> Sales: A Contraluz Films
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Norró, the story of a female
circumcision
Norró, historia de una ablación
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"My name is Norró and I'm a 12-year-old Dassanetch girl. Not long ago a circumcision was performed
on me and my sister, Nohode, too. It is an ancient custom in my land. If we didn't do it, no-one would
respect us. We wouldn't be able to marry, or have children. We would be left all alone, rejected by ever-
yone".

This documentary tells the story of Norró and Nohode, two Dassanetch sisters who were subjected to fema-
le circumcision. We share the days leading up to the celebration of this ritual with the girls and their family,
whose words and gestures provide a valuable insight into their thoughts on this practice which is so deeply
rooted in their culture. 

> Director: Pere Herms & Marcel Brau
> Produced by: Abyssinia Films/Danakil Produccions - 2005
> Executive producer: Pere Herms/Marcel Brau
> Script: Pere Herms
> Camera: Pere Herms
> Original score: Ralph Zurmuhle
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
> Format available: Video
> Original version: Dassanetch-Spanish
> Other versions available: English subtitles
> Sales: Abyssinia Films
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Our Carmel
El nostre Carmel
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This documentary was proposed by the young people of the ADSIS Christian youth association in
Barcelona’s Carmel district. By showing us their favourite places in this little known neighbourhood, they
aim to dispel preconceived notions of the area as rough and disadvantaged. It is a fresh view through young
eyes, a view that has evolved from initial pessimism to one of appreciation and respect for the place where
they were born.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Mariona Roca/Magda Sampere
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Port of call at Mindelo
Escala a Mindelo
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In the bay of Mindelo, on the Cape Verde island of São Vicente, one invariably finds boats from all over the
world, moored there temporarily en route to South America, Africa or Asia. Pep Ibáñez is one of the sea-
farers who has decided to stay on for a while, attracted by the way of life. And Mindelo is indeed something
more than a port of call; it is a town alive with artists and musicians, such as the world renowned Cesaria
Evora. In Mindelo, people are always willing to share their time talking about life and soothing their woes
with a little music.

> Director: José Luis Secorún
> Produced by: Rumbo Sur - 2005
> Executive producer: Olga Palet
> Camera: David Rastrilla
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 28 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Sales: Rumbo Sur
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Portraits of the soul
Retrats de l’ànima
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Photojournalist Sandra Balsells is reunited with the people she photographed during the Balkans war.
Through vivid accounts of their experiences we obtain a chronicle of both the present and the future rea-
lity of these victims of war. 

> Director: Angel Leiro
> Based on the book "Balkan in Memoriam" by Sandra Balsells
> Produced by: Clara Films/TVC/Ajans 21 (Turkey) - 2005
> Executive producer: Josep Clanchet
> Script: Dolors Martorell
> Camera: David Arasa
> Original score: Micky Forteza/Jordi Bardavio
> Sound: Pol & Art
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 56 min. or 73 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Serbo-Croation-Kosovar-Albanian
> Other versions available: Spanish/English
> Sales: Clara Films
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Sacristán in Mexico
Sacristán a Mèxic
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This documentary looks at Barcelonese philosopher-politician Manuel Sacristán Luzón’s stay in Mexico City
from 1981 to 1983. 

In 1981 Sacristán participated as a guest at the Philosophy Congress held in Guanajuato (Morella, Mexico)
and this brief stay led to his being invited by the University of Mexico City to join their professorate for the
1982-1983 academic year, during which he gave courses on induction and dialectics. His time there was
very fruitful for both parties and Sacristán’s conferences and teaching are still remembered today, almost
25 years after that unrepeatable experience. 

Sacristán also remarried in Mexico to the sociologist, María Ángeles Lizón, the daughter of Spaniards exi-
led in Mexico.

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Original score: Agustín Lara
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 79 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films 
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Santo Antâo, the forgotten island
Santo Antâo, l'illa oblidada
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The Cape Verde island of Santo Antâo is wetter than the other islands of the same archipelago and there-
fore more fertile, but it is also more isolated, very badly connected and lacking a functional airport. It’s cer-
tainly not a place one just arrives at on the way elsewhere; one has to come expressly, for a reason.

But there are people like Laura and Eduardo from Barcelona who arrived on Santo Antâo in 2002 with the
intention of settling there. 

> Director: José Luis Secorún
> Produced by: Rumbo Sur - 2005
> Executive producer: Olga Palet
> Camera: David Rastrilla
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 26 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Sales: Rumbo Sur
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Shepherd's saying
Dita de pastor
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In Catalonia’s Solsonès region, shepherds are a dying race. In order to preserve the memories of those who
still remain, Felip Vendrell, a farmer and writer, decided to compile them in a book. Armed with patience and
without the help of recordings, Felip visits the shepherds to find out about their particular way of life. This
documentary reveals what their complaints and concerns are, what they think about when they’re with their
flocks, and how the profession has changed over the past years. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Montserrat Ubach
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Social theatre
Teatre social
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A look at how the people of the Forn de Teatre Pa’tothom in Barcelona’s Raval district use theatre as a tool
for personal and social change and a means of cultivating tolerance and respect. The play, starring young
people from a variety of cultural backgrounds, aims to invite reflection upon living together in the neigh-
bourhood.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Elena Marí
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Sons of the river
Els fills del riu
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An insight into the intense work of a community who have made a living legend of the ancient profession
of the timber raftsman, who transport logs by river lashed together into rafts. On the first weekend of July
every year, the Catalan town of Pobla de Segur hosts a timber-floating festival which has become a 
meeting point for timber raftsmen from all over the world. 

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Manel Dalmau
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Spraysion
Spraysion
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At times walls express needs, desires or emotions and question our way of life. Structured in four episodes
focusing respectively on needs, conflict, hate and love, “Spraysion” proposes a reflection upon the emotions
and sentiments of the contemporary world as expressed upon the walls of the city of Barcelona. 

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2004
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Anabel Gutiérrez
> Camera: José Urriola/Miguel Montero/Marco Cuiça
> Sound: Marco Cuiça/Anabel Gutiérrez
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Tàrrega 1981, hit the street!
Tàrrega 1981, tots al carrer!
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For over 40 years the streets in Catalonia were a confiscated space where any public activity was strictly
controlled by Franco’s dictatorial regime. But at the close of the 70’s, following the long period of repres-
sion, there was a huge upsurge of creativity and protest movements. Theatre emerged as one of the most
powerful advocates of social change.

Many young groups, deeply rooted in popular culture, opted to occupy the street as an essential space for
performing and meeting with the public, a space where spectator also becomes protagonist.

The town of Tàrrega and its first democratic city council, with much greater enthusiasm than actual means,
backed an initiative to play host to many of those groups. Opening up the town, its streets and squares, even
people’s homes, it facilitated a unique synergic phenomenon between actors and spectators. Over its 25-
year history, the event has become one of the most important points of reference in the international pano-
rama of the performing arts: the Fira del Teatre al Carrer. This documentary tells the story of its beginnings
and early years.

> Director: Xavi Figueras
> Produced by: Bausan Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Loris Omedes/Tono Folguera
> Script: David Fernández de Castro
> Camera: Jordi Tort
> Original score: Ramir Martínez Ros
> Sound: Álex Vilches
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: Spanish
> Sales: Bausan Films
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That noise the cinema makes
Aquell soroll que fa el cinema
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A homage to enthusiasts of the mechanics of cinema. Our protagonists meet at the Casa Vila in Barcelona
every Thursday, to watch, restore and discuss old films, each applying his own particular knowledge or skills
to the film medium. All over seventy and unburdened by job commitments, they dedicate a large part of their
time to recuperating this way of experiencing cinema so it doesn’t become obsolete.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Marta Hincapié
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The battle against Franco
Lluita antifranquista
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A documentary exploring the clandestine activity of the Barcelonese philosopher and politician, Manuel
Sacristán Luzón (1925-1985), which is also, in a way, a transverse history of the anti-Franquist struggle in
Barcelona based on the experiences of one of the most influential Spanish communist leaders of the
second half of the 20th century. 

Beginning with the years of Sacristán's Marxist and Communism education in Münster (Germany), the
documentary reviews such decisive moments in his life as his militancy for and directive role in the PSUC-
PCE, the famous "Caputxinada", the various crises of 1968 (Prague, Paris, etc), the shut-in of intellectuals
at Montserrat, the transition to democracy and the resurgence of historical claims to nationhood. 

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 132 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films
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The Comas & Prió case
El cas Comas i Prió
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Even in such inhospitable places as a public rubbish dump one can come across traces of the history that
surrounds us. This is the case of an x-ray dating from the beginning of the 20th century, found by reporter
Cosima Dannoritzer. This documentary reconstructs the extraordinary biographies of two doctors who chan-
ged the medical profession in Catalonia and Spain. At the same time, it reflects upon the places where we
leave our memories, places where traces can be found of other people from other times.  

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez 
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Cosima Dannoritzer
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The daily news stand
El quiosc diari
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Most Barcelonese pay a daily visit to the news-stand. To get an inside view of the daily activities of a news-
stand and get to know the relationship established between owner and customers, we joined Joaquim at
his news-stand in Barcelona’s Plaza del Pi. Without venturing beyond the limits of the stand, this documen-
tary takes a look at Joaquim’s regular customers, who often get him shooting the breeze.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Castells
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The difficult return
El difícil retorn
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Mireia Artís, the Mexican-born daughter of Catalans in exile in Mexico, encounters enormous difficulties
when she attempts to return to her homeland to live with her 17-year-old daughter, Annalí Casanueva. The
difficult return reveals the thoughts and experiences of a person who, after living her entire life in Mexico,
came to feel that it was not her land and decided to return to her roots.   

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Magda Sampere
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The epic of the cod
L'epopeia del bacallà
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The river estuary of Aveiro, between Lisbon and Porto, played a very important role during the last great
maritime epic of Portugal. It is near history, no further back than the 20th century, and still very much alive
in the memory of its protagonists, the intrepid captains and tenacious cod fishermen, the last heirs of a long
tradition dating back to the fishing grounds of the 15th and 16th centuries, when Basques and Lusitanians
first began to fish the icy waters of Terranova.

> Director: José Luis Secorún
> Produced by: Rumbo Sur - 2005
> Executive producer: Olga Palet
> Camera: David Rastrilla
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 24 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Sales: Rumbo Sur
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The grandfather and the camera
L’avi de la càmera
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Jaume is 81 years old. He bought a small digital camera two years ago and has since discovered that with
this camera he can explain many things to his grand-daughter, things like his life. This documentary is a
family portrait which begins with a grand-father’s passion for filming anything he finds in front of him and
the fascination he feels for this mode of expression. However, he does have some technical problems...

> Director: Neus Ballús
> Produced by: Parallel 40/TVC - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Gonzàlez/Antoni Tortajada
> Script: Neus Ballús
> Camera: Neus Ballús/Jaume Ballús
> Original score: Jens Neumaier/Miquel Àngel Alemany/Alejandro Mazzoni
> Sound: Neus Ballús
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 27 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Parallel 40
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The intimate diary of a 
minor gangster
Diario íntimo de un pequeño gangster
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An intimate, personal portrait of Pablo, a Mayan indian from Mexico who left his homeland to live and work
in Frankfurt, Germany. He provides for his family economy through petty crimes, drug-dealing and the occa-
sional night theft. But despite these activities, he holds a strong personal code of ethics, a sense of self-
dignity and a deep respect for friendship. 

> Director: Aquiles Vilagrasa-Roth
> Produced by: Homero Flims - 2005
> Executive producer: Kitty Martin Redondo/Aquiles Vilagrasa-Roth
> Script: Aquiles Vilagrasa-Roth
> Camera: Javi Rallegue
> Original score: Adam Colier/Sergi Cochs/Materiactiva
> Sound: Sergi Cochs
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Original version: Spanish-German
> Other versions available: English subtitles
> Sales: Homero Flims
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The lady on the trapeze
La dona del trapezi
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Carme Sánchez, aged 84, was once known in the circus world as "the lady from space". She lost her sight
when she was young due to medical negligence and was forced to abandon the trapeze, her one great pas-
sion. She now lives alone in the coastal town of Sitges and spends a great deal of her time doing physical
activities. 

Carme radiates an immense vitality and is not in the least concerned about loneliness or the obstacles she
has to confront alone because of her blindness. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: David Moncasi
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The last market gardener
L'últim pagès
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We’re accustomed to seeing them from our cars as we speed into Barcelona. Small fields surrounded by a
jungle of overpasses and expressways. Who works them? Who are those small figures framed within our
car windows? What keeps them rooted to these urban fields? Seeking an answer to these questions, we
met Carlos Zaragoza and his family and with this documentary have recorded his story. He is the last urban
gardener in the city. 

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Òscar Pérez
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The legacy of Francisco Javier 
in Japan. A Navarrese 
in the land of the daimios 
El legado de Francisco Javier en Japón
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This documentary contrasts history with the legacy of San Francisco Javier: Javier's castle, Rome, Lisbon,
Goa, Yamaguchi, Hirado, Kioto and Macao. It features interviews with personalities related to the heritage
of the saint who discuss aspects of his life, while  brief appearances from journalist and writer Ramon Vilaró
provides the connecting thread. Interviewed in the places relevant to the life of the saint, interviewees range
from Jesuit relations, to descendants of the saga of daimios and samurais that received San Francisco
Javier in Japan. 

> Director: Ramón Vilaró
> Based on "Dainichi" by Ramón Vilaró
> Produced by: Morlanda Produccions/Intermedia Japan/Espacio de Información General/

LaCosta Publicacions - 2005
> Executive producer: Marcel·lí Parés
> Script: Ramón Vilaró
> Camera: Xavier Camí
> Sound: Jaume Segura
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English 
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The line
La ratlla
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Living in a border zone etches character upon a people and has its practical pros and cons, such as being
able to choose the cheaper country to buy your home in or having to pay international phone rates just to
have a chat with your neighbour. Such is the case of the residents of the Cerdanya region, with the added
peculiarity that the region itself is divided between two countries: Spain and France. The people of Cerdanya
generally ignore this border, which they scornfully refer to as "the line": an imaginary line in the middle of
the valley which, since the Schengen Treaty, people and goods may cross freely. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Lurdes Cortès
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The local barber’s
La barberia del barri
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The "Rosa Claveria" barber’s shop in downtown Barcelona is one of the city’s most engaging 
establishments. It preserves the flavour of the barber shops of yesteryear, where people went to have a hair-
cut, a shave or just a chat. Senyor José, the owner, loves his job and has made an art form of his trade. In
a city that is becoming increasingly impersonal, this documentary offers a small homage to businesses
which, like this one, keep the heart of a neighbourhood beating. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The night sun
El sol de la nit
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What is happiness? What is night? What are cars for? Where do people go after death? Why is having a
house important? What is sadness? 50 European, African, Asian, South American and Arab children bet-
ween 5 and 12 years old answer the same questions and illustrate their responses with images, drawings
and photography. The aim is to show how children’s view of the world and their surroundings is conditioned
by where they were born and their education, not by their capacity to express their thoughts.

The format chosen highlights the variety of kids’ interpretations and the cultural filters that influence them.
Both the common and different elements of children’s interpretations reveal the cultural richness of the
world we live in.

> Director: Lala Gomà
> Produced by: TVC - 2004
> Executive producer: Jordi Ferrerons/Miquel Garcia
> Camera: David Bou
> Sound: Joan Sirvent
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 30 x 13 min. & 1 x 56 min.
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: English (3 episodes)
> Sales: TVC
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The philosopher Sacristán
Sacristán filòsof
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This documentary looks at the philosophical undertakings of Barcelonese philosopher and politician Manuel
Sacristán Luzón (1925-1985). It is divided into seven philosophical ambits: Ortega and Gasset; logic and
epistemology; Martin Heidegger; competitive exams for the professorship in logic in Valencia (1962); phi-
losophers of science; philosophising and philosophy; and the methodology and sociology of science. Special
mention is also given to Sacristán's formative years at the Institute Mathematical Logic in Münster
(Westfalia, Germany).

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 103 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films 
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The professor Sacristán
El mestre Sacristán
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This documentary reviews Barcelonese philosopher-politician Manuel Sacristán Luzón’s first years as a pro-
fessor. It also mentions his prolific contribution as a translator (over 100 books translated during the years
of Franco’s regime, in which he was expelled from the university), as a speaker and as an educator. Finally,
it recalls his participation as a teacher of adults at "Can Serra" (L'Hospitalet) and his controversial return to
the university in the period 1976-1985.

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 84 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films 
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The sanctuary of the turtles
El santuari de les tortugues
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In the African archipelago of Cape Verde is the second largest common turtle colony in the Atlantic. It is a
natural treasure which a team of scientists from the Canary Islands have been studying for eight years and
trying to preserve. 

At the base camp at Ervatâo, on the island of Boa Vista, there are close to thirty people at work: fifteen
voluntary students, three Cape Verde locals who help with the logistic tasks and administration, and a team
of marine science researchers, biologists and vets. Their mission is the systematic study of the turtles that
nest at Cape Verde, and to implement a strategy for their conservation. 

> Director: José Luis Secorún
> Produced by: Rumbo Sur - 2005
> Executive producer: Olga Palet
> Camera: David Rastrilla
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 28 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Sales: Rumbo Sur
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The sketcher
El dibuixant
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“The Sketcher” is an immersion in the work, life and creative process of Marcel·lí Antúnez. The drawing of
a large mural and a series of animations constitute the fabric of the film, which, narrated in the first person,
shows us the artist's private universe.

The documentary also looks at contemporary art, from the beginning of the eighties to the present day,
through the mechatronic performances and robotic installations of the artist.

> Director: Marcel·lí Antúnez & Miguel Rubio
> Produced by: Benecé Produccions/Panspermia/TVC - 2005
> Executive producer: Xavier Atance/ Marcel·lí Antúnez/Jordi Ambrós
> Script: Marcel·lí Antúnez, with the collaboration of Koldo Abad.
> Camera: Alex Gaultier
> Original score: Alain Wergifosse
> Sound: Marc Soldevila/Albert Royo/Aleix Cuaresma
> Cast: Marcel·lí Antúnez/Piero Steiner
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 60 min.
> Format available: Video
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: Spanish, French and English subtitles
> Sales: Benecé Produccions
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The social movements
Els moviments socials
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A review of the social and intellectual activities of the Barcelonese philosopher and politician Manuel
Sacristán Luzón (1925-1985) during the last years of his life. Among other things, it mentions his struggle
in three ambits that in the early 70's were still unknown to a Spain nearing the end of dictatorship: ecolo-
gism, feminism and pacifism. It also looks at his participation in the CANC (Anti Nuclear Committee of
Catalonia) and in the anti-NATO mobilisation of 1984-1985. The documentary dedicates a final block to the
two journals of political and social thought that Sacristán created and directed: "Materiales" and "Mientras
Tanto".

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 85 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan-Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films
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The valley of dreams
La vall dels somnis
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The Vall Fosca in Catalonia’s north is undergoing irreversible change. In the mountain municipality of Torre
de Cabdella (Pallars Jussà) a property development project is set to open the area irremediably to tourism,
a fact that has divided the valley’s residents. Some reject the arrival of tourists while others have already set
up their homes as guesthouses to receive them. The project has opened a debate between residents which
will culminate in a choice being made between tradition and tranquility or the dream of continuity and pro-
gress.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Manel Dalmau
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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The villages of the Rift Valley
Los pueblos del Rift Valley
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A 5-part documentary series shot entirely in Ethiopia over a 5 month period, showing the concerns of 
different Ethiopian peoples, their ways of life, and their customs and traditions. 

Living with inhabitants of five Ethiopian ethnic groups and filming their daily lives, the series tells a number
of stories: some unbelievable, others cruel, sad, dramatic, or endearing… in short, stories of Africa.

The soul of the five reports lies in the spontaneity of the people, their human essence, captured and obser-
ved by a small crew, thanks to the comaraderie built up over the crew’s extended stay.

> Director: Pere Herms & Marcel Brau
> Produced by: Abyssinia Films/Danakil Produccions - 2005
> Executive producer: Pere Herms/Marcel Brau
> Script: Pere Herms/Marcel Brau
> Camera: Pere Herms
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 4 x 52 min.
> Format available: Video
> Original version: various Ethiopian languages, subtitled and narrated in Spanish
> Sales: Abyssinia Films
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The young Sacristán
El jove Sacristán
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This documentary focuses on the formative years of Barcelonese philosopher and politician, Manuel
Sacristán Luzón (1925-1985), years in which family, his serious renal illness, Falangism and his first inte-
llectual contributions played an important role. Foremost among these contributions were the texts 
published in the journals "Qvadrante" and above all "Laye", the nexus of the so-called 50's generation.

> Director: Xavier Juncosa
> Produced by: Nèmesi Films - 2005
> Executive producer: Joan Benach/Salvador López Arnal
> Script: Joan Benach/Xavier Juncosa/Salvador López Arnal
> Camera: Xavier Juncosa
> Sound: Santiago Montoro
> Audience: Adult
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 72 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Catalan/Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Nèmesi Films 
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Thinking love
Pensar l'amor
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An exploration of the question: In what ways can we love? From different perpectives, poets, psychiatrists,
philologers and philosophers attempt to find an answer in this documentary. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Rosa Masip/Cesc Tomàs
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Tomorrow by the sea
Demà al mar
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A documentary about sensuality and growing old.  A poetic and impressionistic film shot on 16mm film, it
captures the unique spirit of a group of senior citizens in Barcelona who have found an extraordinary way
of growing old. Paulina, one of characters, is disabled and walks with a crutch. She spends hours transfixed
by the sea, allowing herself to be seduced by the call of the waves into taking her daily dip. The walk across
the sand is slow and difficult but as soon as the gentle waves touch her feet she abandons the crutch and
dives into the water. She plays in the surf like a young dolphin, singing Cuban love songs at the top of her
voice. “Tomorrow by the sea” is a portrait of the microcosmic world created by this beach community. They
have turned their backs to a city of two million people and created a magical space of their own.

> Director: Ines Thomsen
> Produced by: gop03 (Germany)/Polar Star Films/Arte-ZDF/TVC - 2005
> Executive producer: Christin Meyer/Anke Jungfleisch/Carles Brugueras/Bettina Walter
> Script: Ines Thomsen
> Camera: Ines Thomsen
> Sound: Wiebke Heldmann
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 54 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam/Stereo
> Original version: Catalan
> Other versions available: subtitles in various languages
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Tonight we're dining with God
Esta noche cenamos con Dios
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Manuel, a young agnostic who nevertheless feels an inclination towards belief, asks himself why he isn’t
able to believe in God and thus come closer to divinity and salvation. In a bid to resolve this inner conflict,
it occurs to him to invite seven young people of different religions over to his place for dinner.

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Manuel Rodríguez
> Camera: Juan Pablo Chapela
> Sound: Jaime López
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Urban cyclists
Ciclistes urbans
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Using a bicycle to get around town is catching on in Barcelona. Bike riders are obliged to coexist with
pedestrians, on the one hand, and with cars, motorbikes and all the other motor vehicles on the other. But
this coexistence is not always easy. Five cyclists give their views on getting around in the streets of
Barcelona from the subjective position gained by sitting astride two wheels.

> Director: Marisol Soto
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Cesc Tomàs
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Waiting to return
Esperant tornar
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Three young people who were evacuated after the ground subsided from under their homes in Barcelona’s
Carmel district, record their experiences. Their report shows how "ground zero" is seen by young people
perched on a rock to peer through green safety mesh, and reveals what living in a hotel room with your
family is like. It also covers the demonstrations organised by irate residents and the many photos they have
taken. It is a first person account of several months that they could never have imagined having to live
through. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Magda Sampere/Erica Rodríguez/Samuel Santiago/Maite Torres
> Camera: Erica Rodríguez/Samuel Santiago/Maite Torres
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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When life stops: The case 
of Paco Larrañaga
Atrapado en la injusticia: El caso Larrañaga
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The story of a Philippine with Spanish roots jailed in a Manila prison and condemned to death for a murder
he didn’t commit. The makers of the programme were able to gain access to all the protagonists of the story
and have built a strong case demonstrating a raft of judicial irregularities rife with political influence. The
documentary presents Paco Larrañaga’s personal plea for justice from his prison cell, where he has spent
the past 8 years. The documentary highlights the role of justice, religion and politics in the Philippines, but
the lasting impression is of Paco’s family who refuse to give up their struggle to save him. 

When life stops goes beyond a story for justice; it is a film about suffering and the hope of a man and his
family.

> Director: Michael Collins & Martin Syjuco
> Produced by: Media 3.14 (Mediapro)/Thoughtful Robot - 2005
> Executive producer: Martin Syjuco/Joan Úbeda
> Script: Arnau Monràs
> Original score: Phil Antigua
> Sound: Phil Antigua
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 56 min.
> Format available: Digital Betacam
> Original version: Spanish
> Other versions available: English
> Sales: Media 3.14 (Mediapro)
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Words in play
Paraules en joc
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This documentary is an x-ray view of an unusual passion: Scrabble, a game in which expertise requires cal-
culation, strategy and a mastery of the language. To gain an insight into this world, the production team
follows a group of Scrabble addicts who meet in Barcelona every Wednesday to give free reign to their pas-
sion. 

> Director: Ignasi Rodríguez
> Produced by: TVE - 2005
> Executive producer: Amelia Tabernero
> Script: Lurdes Cortès
> Camera: Toni López Comas
> Sound: Manel Andreu
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 23 mins.
> Format available: Betacam/DVD
> Sales: TVE Sales
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Zanzibar, the doorway to Africa
Zanzíbar, la porta d'Àfrica
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During the second half of the 19th century, Zanzibar was the trampoline for European explorers to reach
Africa from the east. But Zanzibar was not only the doorway to Africa for the Europeans. From long ago, it
was also the crossroad of trade for the ships of both Arabs and Indians. At first the predominant trade was
in ivory and spices, but it later became the doorway for the slave trade and finally a British protectorate when
the slave trade was abolished.

Today, as then, as if time had stood still, the docks of the port of Zanzibar are congested with coastal tra-
ding boats. But now the island has become a tourist destination. This is not a curse, but tourism is causing
rapid social changes in Zanzibar, some of which are already blatantly visible. 

> Director: José Luis Secorún
> Produced by: Rumbo Sur - 2005
> Executive producer: Olga Palet
> Camera: David Rastrilla
> Audience: General
> Nº of episodes: 1 x 30 min.
> Format available: Betacam SP
> Sales: Rumbo Sur
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A tale of two shores
Cuento de las dos orillas

A documentary feature that aims to investigate the entire, multi-faceted reality of al-Andalus, the
name given to the Iberian peninsula under Muslim rule, and above all its Arabic heritage. To this day,
boat people from Northern Africa cross the strait in precarious conditions, driven by their desire to
“return” to the Andalusia of their past. Many end up dying on the same beach as their forefathers
over 500 years ago.

Director: Jesús Armesto
Produced by: CECC Grup Cinema Art/Almuta Films
Executive producer: Manuel Armesto/Hector Faver
Script: Jesús Armesto
Director of photography: Marc Giralt/Miguel Angel
Sound: Alejandro Fernández
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/Betacam/Dolby Digital
Original version: Spanish
Completion: November 2006
Sales: CECC Grup Cinema Art
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Catalan piracy throughout history
La pirateria catalana al llarg de la història

Piracy is another great unknown in Catalan history and even today, shrouded in an aura of mystery
and taboo, it remains to be fully studied. This documentary takes us on a journey through the diffe-
rent stages of Catalan history, with piracy forming the backdrop. Together with maritime trade, piracy
engendered a near-indomitable maritime empire. And what self-respecting Catalan doesn’t have a
forebear who opted to plunder in the immensity of the ocean, traffic in slaves, or make a living out of
smuggling?

Director: David Grau
Produced by: Pilar Montoliu
Executive producer: Pilar Montoliu
Script: David Grau
Audience: Adult
Running time: 70 min.
Completion: December 2006
Sales: Pilar Montoliu
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Churchbells
Campanades

On March 3, 1976, during a general strike in Vitoria, northern Spain, five workers died and over a
hundred were wounded by police fire. That same night, compelled by his outrage, singer-songwriter
Lluis Llach composed “Campanades a morts”, literally, “Churchbells for the dead”. Now, thirty years
later, Llach returns to Vitoria to give a concert which is at once a homage to the victims and a call to
remembrance. On the basis of interviews with the protagonists of those terrible events and with
Llach himself, we aim to provide a chronicle of events and a portrait of an artist who has become a
landmark for the fight against oppression and marginalization.

Director: Lluís Danès
Produced by: Mediapro
Executive producer: Jaume Roures
Script: Lluís Arcarazo
Director of photography: Emili Guirao
Original score: Lluís Llach
Sound: David Mata
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/35mm/1.85:1/Dolby Digital
Original version: Catalan
Completion: March 2006
Sales: Mediapro
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Colonel Macià
El coronel Macià

In 1905, two hundred officers from the garrison of Barcelona stormed and burned the editorial offi-
ces of the daily newspaper La Veu de Catalunya (The voice of Catalonia). In the Senate a political
scandal was mounted. While the military all over Spain closed ranks around the assailants, just one
man criticised the attack: Francesc Macià, lieutenant colonel-in-chief of the Command of Engineers
of Lerida.

Director: Josep Maria Forn
Produced by: Films de l'Orient/Cinema i Televisió/Diafragma P.C./TVC
Executive producer: Alexandra Forn/Carles Balagué/Francisco Vargas
Script: Josep Maria Forn
Director of photography: Jaume Perecaula
Audience: General
Technical data: 1.85:1/Dolby stereo
Original version: Catalan
Completion: June 2006
Sales:  Films de l'Orient/Slot Serveis Audiovisuals
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Fiesta

An analysis of conflicts arising from the spectacle of bullfighting in Catalonia, through a description
of five personalities with conflicting points of view. 

Director: Luis Cerezo
Produced by: Rodriguez Hachimaru/Angular Producciones
Executive producer: Ayuko Hachimaru
Script: Luis Cerezo
Director of photography: Miguel Angel Trujillo
Original score: Luis Cerezo
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/35mm
Original version: Catalan - Spanish
Completion: July 2006
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Fighting for a dream
Lidiando un sueño

The story of a boy with a passion for bullfighting who finds he can't share his dream with most of his
friends because Barcelona, his hometown, has taken up the banner against bullfighting. This docu-
mentary reflects the contradictions the boy encounters between the microcosm of the bullfighting
world and the macrocosm of the community at large, a community more inclined to encourage a
passion for football or popular music. Yet such is the intensity of his dream that, as the boy grows
up, he barely keeps in touch with reality and the dream takes on frightening proportions. 

Director: Marc Gómez del Moral
Produced by: Producciones Avinyó Films
Executive producer: Marta Baldó
Script: Juan Novo/Nely Reguera
Director of photography: Pau Castejón
Sound: Joan Pons/Jordi Ribas
Audience: General
Original version: Spanish
Completion: 2006
Sales: Producciones Avinyó Films
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Hollywood vs Franco: A battle on the screen
Hollywood contra Franco: Una guerra a la pantalla

This documentary feature film will look at the role that the Spanish Civil War played in the American
political conscience, specifically among its Hollywood elite. The film will show how many artists 
helped defend or promote the Spanish democratic cause beyond the period 1936-1939, and how
reflections of the pro-Republican spirit can be found in later films, such as “Casablanca”, “For whom
the bell tolls” and “The way we were”.

Director: Llorenç Soler
Produced by: Àrea de Televisió/Zorn (France)
Executive producer: Oriol Porta Tallada
Script: Llorenç Soler/Oriol Porta
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color
Original version: Catalan-Spanish-English
Completion: June 2006
Sales: Àrea de Televisió
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Looking at the sky
Mirando el cielo

In the 1930’s, modern industrial technology put to the service of war created a new situation: mas-
sive, instantaneous and indiscriminate destruction affecting civilians as well as soldiers. Barcelona
was the first city ever to be systematically bombed from the air. Between March 16 and March 18 of
1938, Barcelona was bombarded non-stop, day and night. Over those two days, thousands of citi-
zens lost their homes and more than three hundred - over a hundred of whom were children - lost
their lives. Those events were not only tragic for Barcelona, but would determine how the fateful
Second World War would be fought.

Director: Jesús Garay
Produced by: Massa d'Or Produccions/Silverspace Animations Studios
Executive producer: Isona Passola
Script: Jesús Garay
Director of photography: Tomàs Pladevall
Original score: Marcel Caselles
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/Dolby
Original version: Catalan - Italian
Completion: September 2006
Sales:  Massa d'Or Produccions
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Memory books
El libro de la vida

The Memory Books project, run by the non-governmental organization, PLAN International, assists
African HIV-positive mothers in sub-Saharan countries to write books for their children in order to
help them remember and follow the advice of their mothers once they are no longer there to care
for them.

Director: Marc Iwen
Produced by: CECC Grup Cinema Art
Executive producer: Hector Faver
Script: Marc Iwen
Director of photography: lvar Jiménez
Original score: Wifredo Sevilla
Sound: Alejandro Fernández
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/Betacam/Dolby Digital
Original version: Spanish-French-English
Completion: September 2006
Sales: CECC Grup Cinema Art
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Miraflores

Miraflores is a home for teenagers with different family problems. Once a reformatory, a stigma it
has still to shake off, it is now a centre for minors and is set to become an experimental youth cus-
tody centre. It has always been a thorn in the shoe of the surrounding community but here a team of
dedicated people carry out their jobs as educators.

Director: José Manuel Fuentes
Produced by: CECC Grup Cinema Art
Executive producer: Hector Faver
Script: José Manuel Fuentes
Director of photography: Juan Luis Ruiz
Sound: Ana Pau
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/DVCam/Stereo
Original version: Spanish
Completion: June 2006
Sales: CECC Grup Cinema Art
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Reyita, the silent revolution
Reyita, la revolució silenciosa

Maria de los Reyes, or Reyita, the grand-daughter of a slave abducted from Angola, died some years
ago with a story on her lips. For her daughter, Daisy, it was a story close to her heart and her interest
in transmitting it has kept her working constantly to the age of 65. 

Accompanied by her niece and her niece’s daughter, Daisy sets off for Santiago de Cuba to join all
her numerous relations in paying homage to her mother. This trip is at the same time an adventure
across the geography of memory and the intimate architecture of history. 

The documentary casts light on the core of an existence that is visible only through the eyes of
“intrahistory”: the eyes of a small-town woman who, against all odds, achieved independence and
dignity through her work and integrity, like many other women who contribute to silent revolutions. 

Director: Oliva Acosta & Elena Ortega
Produced by: CPI (Centre Promotor de la Imatge)
Executive producer: Montserrat Bou
Script: Rocio Santillana/Oliva Acosta/Elena Ortega
Director of photography: Xavier Camí
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/Digital video/16:9
Original version: Catalan - Spanish
Completion: July 2006
Sales: Ermedia
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Salvador

On March 2, 1974, Salvador Puig Antich, a young militant of the Iberian Liberation Movement, 
became the last political prisoner to be executed by the “garrote vil”. This is his story and that of the
desperate attempts of his family, friends and lawyers to avoid his execution. 

Director: Manuel Huerga
Based on the book “Compte enrere. La història de Salvador Puig Antich” by Francesc Escribano
Produced by: Mediapro/Future Films (UK)
Executive producer: Jaume Roures
Script: Lluís Alcarazo
Director of photography: David Omedes
Original score: Lluís Llach
Sound: James Muñoz
Cast: Daniel Brühl/Tristan Ulloa/Leonardo Sbaraglia/Leonor Watling
Technical data: Color/35mm/HD/2.35:1/Dolby
Original version: Spanish - Catalan
Sales: Mediapro
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Sólo Goya

“Sólo Goya” is something more than the simple story of a portrait... it is a documentary that tackles
the intricate, difficult, and sometimes contradictory relations of the art world. Tracing the movements
of an anonymous portrait from the 18th century, we probe the entrails of the art market, where value
and price are not always synonymous. The conflict between those who claim that the portrait is a
Goya and those who continue to accept “Goyesque” as the officially recognised term, highlights the
tension that exists between galleries and museums, auction houses, antique dealers, historians, 
laboratories, conservators, and collectors.

Director: David Mauas
Produced by: Medianamación/Milagros Producciones
Executive producer: Miquel Álvarez/David Mauas
Script: Joan Ripollès/David Mauas
Director of photography: Rachel Rusinek
Audience: Adult
Running time: 70 min.
Technical data: Color/Digital Betacam
Completion: 2006-2007
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The Barcelona brand
La marca Barcelona

The city of Barcelona has developed a brand, the Barcelona brand, an exportable model of globali-
sed development in which tourism and the hosting of large-scale international events mark a before
and after in the history of the city.

Director: Sonia Trigo
Produced by: CECC Grup Cinema Art
Executive producer: Hector Faver
Script: Sonia Trigo
Director of photography: Sonia Trigo
Sound: Sonia Trigo
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/Betacam/Stereo
Original version: Spanish
Completion: August 2006
Sales: CECC Grup Cinema Art
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The enigma Cervantes
L’enigma Cervantes

A new analysis of the text of “El Quijote” has thrown up many questions. This documentary attempts
to shed light on the many enigmas surrounding the author, Miguel de Cervantes - about his birth and
youth, his political and religious ideas, his criticism of the Castilian kingdom –through in-depth inves-
tigation and interviews with specialised historians. 

Director: David Grau
Produced by: Pilar Montoliu
Executive producer: Pilar Montoliu/Alberto Aranda/Xavier Granada
Script: David Grau
Cast: Martí de Riquer/Armand de Fluvià/Carme Riera
Audience: Adult
Running time: 70 min.
Original version: Catalan - Spanish
Completion: January 2006
Sales: Pilar Montoliu
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The voice of the voiceless
La voz de los sin voz

With the arrival of 1994, Chiapas jumped to the front page of the news. Since then it has become a
point of reference for thousands of people the world over. However, when we began to think about
this project, we found that our communications media remained silent, a silence that began when
the Zapatist march, the “Zapatour”, reached Mexico City in 2001. And that's what made our minds
up: we thought it was a good time to look at what's happening now and see whether anything has
actually changed since that march. 

Director: Quim Fuster & Pau Itarte
Produced by: Mortimer Produccions/Lost Artist
Executive producer: Carina Portillo/Marc Zumbach
Script: Pau Itarte/Quim Fuster
Director of photography: Mr. Z
Original score: Amparanoia
Sound: Roger Orcau
Audience: General
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color/35mm/shot on HD
Original version: Spanish 
Completion: October 2006
Sales: Mortimer Produccions
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The Von Thyssen-Bornemisza saga
La saga Von Thyssen-Bornemisza

At the end of the 19th and throughout the 20th century, the industrial revolution favoured the 
accumulation of wealth, power and influence in the hands of a relatively small number of families, 
in a process similar to that which occurred during the Italian Renaissance. In the centre of Europe,
the Thyssen-Bornemisza family emerged as a paradigm of success, thanks to opportunity, 
opportunism and a series of matrimonial alliances. An amalgam of industry, money, scandal, sex 
and art stretching from the Villa Favorita in Lugano to the Thyssen Museum in Madrid.

Director: Aquiles Vilagrasa-Roth
Produced by: Homero Flims
Executive producer: Baron Hans Peter von Thyssen-Bornemisza/Aquiles Vilagrasa Roth
Script: José Pazó/Rosa Serra
Director of photography: Oriol Bosch
Original score: Adam Colier/Sergi Cochs (Materiactiva)
Audience: Adult
Running time: 90 min.
Technical data: Color-B&W/S-16mm/HD/Dolby
Original version: German - French - Spanish 
Completion: January 2007
Sales: Homero Flims
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Across the landscape
A través del paisatge

Over the past years our landscapes have undergone more rapid change than ever before, and this
has generated the need to intercede in this transformation, to control it, to legislate it.

A clear example of this can be found in Catalonia where the Tunnel of Bracons and the Nou Parc
del Ter projects represent a vastly traumatic and geographically extensive intervention on the lands-
cape. This documentary explains the task of urban landscape architects, looking at aspects such as
what they take into account before they implement a project or how to ensure the area is self-
sufficient. 

Director: Ricard Pié & Josep Mª Vilanova
Produced by: Morlanda Produccions Cinematogràfiques - 2005
Executive producer: Marcel·lí Parés
Script: Ricard Pié/Sergi Obón/Joana Serrat/Marcel·lí Parés
Camera: Tomàs Pladevall
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: HD/Digital Betacam
Versions: Catalan/Spanish/English
Completion: August 2006
Sales: Ermedia
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After it all
Desprès de tot

After twenty or thirty years locked up in prison, things aren't any easier for ex-prisoners outside the
walls. Expectations are seldom met, it's a long, hard struggle to pull through, and often the dream of
release, of returning to life in society, is shattered by the cruelty of a system in which it is not enough
to have paid legally and judicially for the crimes committed. This documentary looks at reintegration
from the inside, as experienced in the first person by the four protagonists we follow in their daily
pursuit of an opportunity.

Director: Maria Roig
Produced by: Genco Films/TVC/Backdoor Productions - 2005
Executive producer: Joan Cutrina
Script: Lluc Oliveras
Camera: Sergi Sampol
Original score: Lluc Oiveras
Sound: Miquel Solà
Audience: Adult
Nº of episodes: 1 x 50 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Versions: Catalan/Spanish/English subtitles
Completion: June 2006
Sales: Genco Films
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Barcelona-Taipei

A documentary series structured along the lines of a road movie and based on the philosophy of the
inventor of table football, Alejandro Finisterre, on a 30,000 kilometre journey.

Director: Bep Moll de la Fuente
Produced by: Tratart Produccions - 2006
Executive producer: Santi Lanero
Script: Bep Moll/David Marqués
Camera: Sam Moreno/Elías Pando
Sound: David Marqués
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 10 x 26 min.
Format: DVCam/Betacam/DVD
Completion: 2006
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Ethel Macdonald, an anarchist’s story
Ethel Macdonald, una anarquista a Catalunya

In September 1936, in the full blaze of revolution in Catalonia and in the midst of the Spanish Civil
War, the CNT-FAI issued a call for arms and soldiers to be sent to Spain, as well as media to assist
in spreading the propaganda of their anarco-syndicalist ideas abroad. A young Scottish anarchist
and professional journalist accepted the invitation to go to Barcelona and collaborate in the English
section of the CNT-FAI information service. Her name was Ethel MacDonald, and this documentary
follows her tracks through Catalonia during those tumultuous years. 

Director: Mark Littlewood
Produced by: La Productora/TVC; Pelicula Films/BBC/Scottish Screen (UK) - 2006
Executive producer: Mark Littlewood/Raimon Masllorens
Script: Chris Dolan
Cast: Dawn Steele
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Versions: English/Catalan
Completion: May 2006
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Facing the sea
Cara al mar

With the celebration of the Olympic Games in Barcelona in 1992, the seafront district known as the
Barceloneta underwent the most striking remodelling in its history. Today, changes are still taking
place at a frenetic rate, though they are no longer the purely formal changes of urban development,
but now social, work-related and deep reaching. The locals of the Barceloneta, those who have been
there since childhood, maintain the cheerful camaraderie of a humble, working class neighbourhood,
whilst, nostalgic for times past, they observe the end draw inevitably nearer.

Director: Leandro Lobasso
Produced by: Genco Films/TVC/Backdoor Productions - 2005
Executive producer: Joan Cutrina
Script: Lluc Oliveras
Camera: Marcelo Bukin/Sergi Sampol
Original score: Esther Buxadé/Lluc Oliveras
Sound: Miquel Solà
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 50 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Versions: Catalan/Spanish/English subtitles
Completion: February 2006
Sales: Genco Films
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Freud and the unconscious
Freud i l’inconscient

Unconscious, conscious. Freud’s theory on the unconscious puts Man in a new dimension: he is no
longer his own master; the unconscious has a great influence on his acts, and is absolutely inacces-
sible and uncontrollable. "Freud and the unconscious" tells the stories of different people from dif-
ferent origins and different contexts, both famous and anonymous, each one with his own fears and
dreams, with his pasts and his presents, with his own repressions and freedoms. People who live in
the world of the invisible, who act through the eyes of the unconscious.

Director: David Picó
Produced by: La Productora - 2006
Executive producer: Raimon Masllorens
Script: David Picó
Camera: Mimmo Pizzigallo
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Versions: Catalan/English
Completion: May 2006
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Hermanito

The story of Don Enrique, "Hermanito", a Mexican shaman who, operating with his eyes closed and
with no more than a hunting knife, is able to heal tumours considered incurable by traditional medici-
ne. Domingo Ferrer, a Catalan who was cured of cancer by Hermanito, now helps the shaman with
the scheduling of his patients. 

Director: Marie Arnaud
Produced by: Àrea de Televisió/ADR Productions (France) - 2005
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
Versions: Catalan/French
Completion: March 2006
Sales:  Àrea de Televisió
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Human towers of the world
Castellers del món

A documentary covering the various "human tower" demonstrations that take place around the world
today, focusing on those places where such demonstrations have significance within the popular and
traditional culture of each country and are still highly valued at the present time. 

The selection includes the Govindas of Bombay (India), Moroccan Acrobats (Northern Africa), Czech
Sokols (Czechia), and in Spain Algemesi’s Muixeranga, Tauste’s Dance, and Falcons and Castellers
from Catalonia.

Director: Agustí Corominas i Casals
Produced by: Metròpoli Vídeo Films/Team Towers - 2006
Executive producer: Fèlix Miret
Script: Vicenç Villatoro
Camera: Agustí Corominas
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Digital Betacam/DVD
Versions: Catalan/English
Completion: March 2006
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Life after... 
La vida desprès...

Barcelona 2003. Over the year we shot more than 50 hours of the facts occurring in abandoned
military barracks, where around 1,500 immigrants of different nationalities were living in appalling
conditions. During that period the immigrants emphatically vindicated their rights, but the story ended
in defeat: the barracks were demolished. 

Time has passed but the struggle goes on. We follow four people from the barracks in their current
daily fight for survival. From our privileged perspective on the inside and over time, we take a very
human, universal look at the immigration adventure and the fight for a better life in western coun-
tries. 

Directors: Alex Garcia & Oscar Malo Sanchez
Produced by: Nanouk Films/TVC - 2006
Executive producer: Ventura Durall/Oscar Romagosa
Script: Oscar Malo/Alex Garcia
Camera: Alex Garcia
Sound: Alex Garcia
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
Format: Video
Versions: Catalan/Spanish/English
Completion: September 2006
Sales: Nanouk Films
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Mom's hand
La mano de mamá

To be like Maradona in his heyday, or like Ronaldinho, is the grand ambition of millions of kids, whe-
ther in developed countries or in developing nations where the ball is kicked over the stony ground
of a country at war, dreaming of escape from poverty or simply silencing an inner demon. It's all foot-
ball: the maximum exponent of team spirit and personal betterment. 

This documentary will accompany four young men from Senegal, Afghanistan, Argentina and
Germany during the Street Football World Championship which is to run parallel to the 2006 FIFA
World Cup. Later we will visit their homes and let their mothers have their say, four women who do
not love football to the extent their sons do but who have lead them by the hand to the field. 

Director: Sandra Camps
Produced by: Multiculti Producciones - 2006
Script: Gemma Casadevall
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Completion: 2006/2007
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My God, it’s a Picasso!
Déu meu, tinc un Picasso!

The incredible story of Enrique Ibáñez, an unassuming man who one fine day discovered he had  an
authentic Picasso hanging in the dining-room of his home near Albacete, in Spain. But this  astonish-
ing discovery brings with it a number of vicissitudes which lead us to accompany him to Malaga and
Paris to have the painting authenticated and to London or New York where the auction is likely to be
held. With the income he obtains from its sale, he intends to make one of his dreams a reality: buy
some greyhounds. 

Director: Echavi
Produced by: Parallel 40 - 2006
Executive producer: Joan Gonzàlez
Script: Echavi
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Completion: October 2006
Sales: Parallel 40
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Of hermits and recluses
De eremitas y anacoretas

The cranes have arrived in the Sierra de Cardó to write the third page in the history of its monastery.
An ode to a world of isolation and meditation in the Desert of Cardó, to a life lived in silence. 

This documentary aims to provide an insight into the meditative life and the human essence through
the solitude and introspection of monks over almost 250 years (17th and 18th centuries) of life at
the monastery of Spain’s Cardó Valley. Aspects such as isolation, stress, healing, thought, water…
provide the link between those times and the present, spanning four centuries of history. 

The Cardó Valley and its inhabitants, the barefooted Carmelite monks, are representative of part of
the history and culture of Catalonia, of a moment in time whose essence is worth remembering at a
time when it seems to have faded and gone. The restoration of the Cardó spa provides an excellent
pretext for a thought-provoking analysis of our current model of life.

Director: Jordi Amat
Produced by: Homero Flims - 2006
Executive producer: Aquiles Vilagrasa-Roth
Script: Rosa Serra
Camera: Juan González
Original score: Adam Colier/Sergi Cochs (Materiactiva)
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Versions : Catalan/Spanish
Sales: Homero Flims
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On the other side of the Ebro 
Al otro lado del Ebro

A definitive and multi-faceted historical documentary on the final battle of the Spanish Civil War, the
most wide scale and the most bloody ever to be fought in Spain. Through the recollections of men
who fought in the battle, and of politicians and military personnel, we relive the inferno of the battle
and its repercussions in the international arena. 

Director: José Angel Montiel
Produced by: Continental Producciones/Diagonal Televisió - 2006
Executive producer: Marco F. Meere/Albert Sagalés
Script: José Angel Montiel
Audience: Teens/Adult
Nº of episodes: 1 x 70-90 min.
Format: Digital video
Sales:  Diagonal Televisió
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Samaranch, sports & power
Samaranch, esports i poder

A portrait of one of the most influential and powerful men on Earth. The story of how a close colla-
borator of the old Spanish dictatorship came to be the soul of the Olympic Movement’s most drama-
tic changes. Joan Antoni Samaranch is not only a survivor, but a winner in all times. Sport, politics,
business and influence are all words linked to this remarkable figure.

Director: Ricard Giménez
Produced by: La Productora - 2006
Executive producer: Raimon Masllorens
Script: Jaume Boix/Arcadi Espada
Camera: Mimmo Pizzigallo
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Original version: Catalan/Spanish/English
Completion: May 2006
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Somos viento

In December 2005 the music group Amparanoia will travelled for the first time to Chiapas for a
series of concerts over one week, stopping previously in Mexico City to perform in the Alicia Forum.
This trip represents the continuation of a tour the singer began in 2001 with her visit to Mexico City,
coinciding with the arrival of the Zapatist march. Thousands of indigenous people demanded the ful-
filment of the San Andrés Agreement, terms promised by the Government since 1994, in which the
basic rights of the people of Chiapas are recognised.

Director: Pau Itarte & Quim Fuster
Produced by: Mortimer Produccions - 2006
Executive producer: Carina Portillo
Script: Pau Itarte/Quim Fuster
Camera: Mr. Z
Original score: Amparanoia
Sound: Roger Orcau
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Video
Completion: June 2006
Sales: Mortimer Produccions
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The black sheep
L’ovella negra

A review of the ideas and efforts of people like Noam Chomsky, José Bové, Paul Watson, Richard
Stallman or Shirin Ebadi, in their defense of series of principles that are often contrary or 
uncomfortable to the system endorsed by the institutions, but are very pertinent to the man on 
the street.

Director: Jordi Cebollero
Produced by: Quimelca - 2006
Executive producer: Jordi Domingo
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 13 x 52 min.
Format: HD 
Versions: English/Spanish/Catalan
Completion: 2006
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The Catalan gypsies: there and back
L’anada i tornada dels gitanos catalans

Tato is a gypsy musician from Perpignan who is leaving behind the traditional way of life of the
gypsies in order to build his own professional career in the music industry. Paló, on the other hand, is
a proud traditional gypsy from Barcelona whose main law in life is the strict adherence to the tradi-
tions of his community. Building upon the current lives of these two main characters and their milieu,
this documentary shows two different ways of facing the changing times in a common community:
that of the Catalan gypsies. From an insider's perspective, the film reflects upon minority cultures
attempting to find their place in the national architecture of European countries, as the times keep
on changing. 

Director: Philippos Vardakas
Produced by: Nanouk Films/TVC/Aber Images (France) - 2006
Executive producer: Oscar Romagosa
Script: Philippos Vardakas
Camera: Nigel Dickinson
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
Format: Video
Versions: Catalan/Spanish/English/French
Completion: September 2006
Sales: Nanouk Films
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The city transformed
La ciutat transformada

A personal vision of the repercussions of urban development taking place in Barcelona’s Poble Nou
district, in a transitional process from industrial neighbourhood to an area dedicated to high-tech 
services and leisure.

Director: Jacobo Sucari
Produced by: Àrea de Televisió - 2006
Executive producer: Oriol Porta
Script: Jacobo Sucari
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
Completion: July 2006
Sales: Àrea de Televisió 
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The general’s daughter
La filla del general

The story of Michelle Bachelet, a woman who went from being the daughter of one of Salvador
Allende’s faithful generals, later murdered by Pinochet, to being the first woman defence minister in
Latin America, and now the President of Chile.

Director: María Elena Wood
Produced by: Parallel 40/Wood Producciones/K2000/Canal 13 Chile - 2006
Executive producer: Joan Gonzàlez/Andres Wood
Script: María Elena Wood
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Digital Betacam
Completion: May 2006
Sales: Parallel 40
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The nomad experience

An invitation to make an extraordinary journey through a world of sensations throbbing with the beat
of the human condition and all its contradictions. A thought-provoking documentary about Love, soli-
tude, spirituality and human values. Guided by great thinkers, writers and spiritual leaders, it makes
an intelligent synthesis of music and image to create a subtle symphony of the emotions.

Director: Jordi Llompart
Produced by: Orbita Max - 2005
Executive producer: Jordi Llompart
Script: Jordi Llompart
Camera: Mikele Lopez/Francesc Pla/Juan Carlos Vázquez/Jordi Rodríguez
Original score: David Giró
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 55 min.
Format: Digital Betacam/4:3
Original version: Catalan-Spanish-English
Completion: December 2005
Sales: Orbita Max
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Through the Carmel
A través del Carmel

Two hours in the life of a neighbourhood: the Carmel. The camera travels through the neighbour-
hood, its streets, its squares, entering shops, homes, associations, offices and workshops. Doing the
rounds, we get the impression we can hear its thoughts, via conversations recorded previously and
superimposed on the images.

Director: Claudio Zulian
Produced by: Acteon - 2006
Executive producer: Montse Herrera
Script: Claudio Zulian
Camera: Ramón Sánchez
Sound: Raimon Rifé
Audience: Adult/General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 60 min.
Versions: Catalan/Spanish
Sales: Acteon
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What did you do, Lumiere?
¿Qué hicistes Lumiere?

A programme with an ironic take on films from cinema’s past and invented versions of possible
sequels and remakes, using an abstract, surreal tone of humour.

Director: Bep Moll de la Fuente
Produced by: Tratart Produccions - 2006
Executive producer: Santi Lanero
Script: Bep Moll de la Fuente
Camera: Sam Moreno/Elias Pando
Sound: David Marqués
Audience: Teens/Adult
Nº of episodes: 1 x 28 min.
Format: DVCam/Betacam/DVD
Versions: Spanish
Completion: February 2006
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Yago

The first person account of an 11-year-old boy with dwarfism who decides to undergo an operation
to lengthen his legs and gain 15 centimetres in height, 15 centimetres which, for Yago, are essential
to his quality of life and will allow him access to many places which are now out of bounds. Yago's
parents are of normal stature, as are 80% of the parents of children suffering from dwarfism, and he
will always be a dwarf even after the lengthening procedure. But the worst thing is that "dwarfism is
the only illness that makes people laugh". 

Director: Sandra Camps
Produced by: Multiculti Produccions – 2006
Script: Sandra Camps
Camera: Sandra Camps
Audience: General
Nº of episodes: 1 x 52 min.
Format: Video
Original version: Spanish
Completion: 2006-2007
Sales: Multiculti Produccions
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You white people
Vosaltres els blancs

Eria lives at the boarding school where he studies. Whenever he can, he goes home to visit his
family who live in a hut far away from the school. He has never been to the city. 

The child explains how he perceives his homeland, Africa, and the things that make up his everyday
life: his family, school, and his friends, with whom he discusses the main things that concern them,
along with other subjects that we suggested to him. One day, he travels with his friends to Kampala,
the capital of Uganda. During their time there, the children talk about how they see the city and
compare it to their own natural surroundings in the countryside. 

Director: Lala Gomà
Produced by: Oberon Cinematogràfica - 2005
Executive producer: Antonio Chavarrías
Script: Lala Gomà
Camera: David Bou
Sound: Joan Sirvent
Audience: General
Format: DVPro 
Original version: Catalan-English
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ÀREA DE TELEVISIÓ
Contact: Oriol Porta
Jonqueres, 15, pral.-1a A
E – 08003 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 671 010
Fax: +34 934 671 011
E-mail: areatv@areatv.es
www.areatv.es

BACKDOOR PRODUCTIONS
Contact: Sebastià Martínez Ferraté
Plató, 6, 4t-7a
E - 08021 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 091 142
E-mail: sebmartinezferrate@yahoo.es

BAUSAN FILMS, S.L.
Contact: Loris Omedes
Muntaner, 244, 4t-2a
E - 08006 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 411 511
Fax: +34 934 141 797
E-mail: contact@bausanfilms.com / 
comercial@bausanfilms.com
www.bausanfilms.com

BENECÉ PRODUCCIONS, S.L.
Contact: Núria Botellé (Production)
Contact: Anne Pasek (Sales)
Passatge Tona, 10
E – 08023 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 840 719
Fax: +34 932 195 117
E-mail: documental@benece.es / apasek@benece.es
www.benece.es

A CONTRALUZ FILMS
Contact: Xavier Granada
Verdi, 54, àtic-1a
E – 08922 Santa Coloma de Gramenet (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 934 685 122
Fax: +34 933 910 620
E-mail: acontraluz@acontraluz.org
www.acontraluz.org

ABS PRODUCTION BARCELONA
Contact: Toni Solé/Eva Baró
Rambla Catalunya, 87, 10è-2a
E – 08008 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 878 436
Fax: +34 934 871 541
E-mail: abs@absproduction-barcelona.com
www.absproduction-barcelona.com

ABYSSINIA FILMS
Contact: Pere Herms
Doctor Herms, 12
E – 08279 Avinyó (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 629 354 824
E-mail: pere@herms.com
www.pereherms.com

ACTEON Sccl
Contact: Montse Herrera
Girona, 97, 2n-1a
E – 08009 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 075 773
Fax: +34 932 075 773
E-mail: acteon@acteon.es
www.acteon.es
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DANAKIL PRODUCCIONS
Contact: Marcel Brau
Camí Vell de Polinyà, s/n
E – 08130 Santa Perpetua de Mogodá (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 616 472 804

DIAFRAGMA P.C., S.L.
Contact: Susanna Batalla
Passeig de Gràcia, 54, 4t A
E – 08007 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 151 188
Fax: +34 934 878 427
E-mail: diafragma@retemail.es

DIAGONAL TELEVISIÓ, S.A.
Contact: Albert Sagalés
Domènech, 7-9
E – 08012 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 688 530
Fax: +34 932 688 532
E-mail: diagonal@diagonaltv.es
www.diagonaltv.es

E.C.I.B.
Contact: María Lobo
Pau Claris, 91
E – 08010 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 123 000
E-mail: marialobo@microbert.com
www.microbert.com

EDDIE SAETA, S.A.
Contact: Lluís Miñarro
Passatge Permanyer, 14
E – 08009 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 677 040
Fax: +34 934 677 489
E-mail: eddie@eddiesaeta.com
www.eddiesaeta.com

CECC GRUP CINEMA ART
Production
Contact: Antonia Casado 
Torre Vélez, 33
E – 08041 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 335 501
Fax: +34 934 504 283
E-mail: antonia@cecc.es
Sales
Contact: Dögg Mósesdottir 
Passatge Flaugier, 38
E - 08041 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 364 713
Fax: +34 934 460 040
E-mail: dogg@cecc.es
www.cecc.es

CINEMA I TELEVISIÓ, S.A.
Contact: Francisco Vargas Echevarría
Consell de Cent, 303
E – 08007 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 235 654
E-mail: francisco@cinemaitv.com

CLARA FILMS, S.A.
Contact: Josep Clanchet
València, 241, 4t
E – 08007 BARCELONA
Tel: +34 932 155 652
Fax: +34 934 873 596
E-mail: clarafilms@clarafilms.com

CPI (CENTRE PROMOTOR DE LA IMATGE)
Contact: Montserrat Bou
Betània, 11, baixos-1a
E - 08023 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 182 105
Fax: +34 934 186 955
E-mail: montserrat@cpiproduccions.com
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HERMINDO MEDAL
Contact: Hermindo Medal
Avenida de Roma, 60, àtic-2a A
E – 08015 Barcelona
Tel: +34 616 191 898
E-mail: hermindomedal@yahoo.es

HOMERO FLIMS, S.L.
Contact: Aquiles Vilagrasa-Roth
Olzinelles, 57, baixos, int.
E – 08014 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 989 297
Fax: +34 932 989 594
E-mail: homeroflims@yahoo.es

IMPOSIBLE FILMS, S.L.
Contact: Marta Esteban
Diputació, 229, pral. 
E – 08007 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 236 940
Fax: +34 934 518 618
E-mail: imposible@messidor.net

LA PRODUCTORA, S.A.
Contact: Raimon Masllorens/Joan Araño
Pujades, 81
E - 08005 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 590 199
Fax: +34 934 577 015
E-mail: laproduc@laproduc.com
www.laproduc.com

LIDIEN HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT
Contact: Arturo Chaume
Pujades, 77-79
E – 08005 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 209 299
Fax: +34 933 209 308
E-mail: arturhouse@hotmail.com

EDIPREM PRODUCCIONES
Contact: Santi Roig (Production)
Andreea Matei (Sales)
Via Augusta, 47
E – 08006 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 183 210
Fax: +34 932 183 061
E-mail: santi@edipremproducciones.com
andreea@edipremproducciones.com
www.edipremproducciones.com

ELS QUATRE GATS AUDIOVISUALS, S.L.
Contact: Marta Forn
Pelai, 12, 1r D
E - 08001 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 010 570
Fax: +34 933 176 122
E-mail: 4gats@retemail.es
www.perezginer.com

ERMEDIA
Contact: Elena Rodrigo
Jerónimo Borao, 16, 3r esq.
E - 50004 Zaragoza
Tel: +34 976 436 328
E-mail: elena@ermedia.com

FILMS DE L'ORIENT, S.L.
Contact: Alexandra Forn Mayor
Albigesos, 3, baixos-1a
E – 08024 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 134 204
Fax: +34 932 139 612
E-mail: filmsorient@terra.es

GENCO FILMS, S.L.
Contact: Joan Cutrina
Plató, 6, 4t-7a
E - 08021 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 091 566
E-mail: joancutrina@menta.net
www.gencofilmsproduction.com
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MEDIAPRO
Edifici Imagina
Gaspar Fàbregas, 81
E – 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 934 761 551
Fax: +34 934 761 552
E-mail: mediapro@mediapro.es
www.mediapro.es

MERCURI
S.G.P.
Contact: Jaume Grau (Production) 
Contact: Pilar Razquin (Sales)
Edifici Imagina
Gaspar Fàbregas, 81
E - 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 934 100 400
Fax: +34 934 053 405
E-mail: mercuri@mercuri-sgp.com
www.mercuri-scp.com

METRÒPOLI VIDEO FILMS S.C.P.
Contact: Rosa Murtra
Aragó, 61
E – 08430 La Roca del Vallès (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 938 795 303
Fax: +34 938 795 303
E-mail: koro@e.infologic.es

MORLANDA PRODUCCIONS
CINEMATOGRÀFIQUES, S.L.
Contact: Marcel·lí Parés
Tajo, 72, 1r-1a
E – 08032 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 294 124
E-mail: morlanda@morlandaprod.es

LOST ARTIST
Contact: Marc Zumbach
Mallorca, 328, 4t-2a
E - 08037 Barcelona
Tel: +34 665 022 917
E-mail: mr.z@lost-artist.com

MALLERICH FILMS PACO POCH, S.L.
Contact: Paco Poch
Hort de la Vila, 38, 1r-1a
E - 08017 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 033 025
Fax: +34 932 053 420
E-mail: mallerich@wanadoo.es

MASSA D’OR PRODUCCIONS, S.L.
Contact: Isona Passola (Production)
Contact: Lluís Ferrando (Sales)
Sant Pere Més Alt, 66, pr.-1a
E - 08003 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 103  510
Fax: +34 932 688 199
E-mail: films@massador.com
www.massador.com

MEDIA 3.14
Contact: Joan Úbeda
Gaspar Fàbregas, 81
E – 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 934 761 551
Fax: +34 934 761 552
E-mail: mediapro@mediapro.es
www.mediapro.es

MEDIANIMACION, S.L.
Contact: Miquel Àlvarez
Lluna, 23
E - 08002 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 415 252
Fax: +34 934 420 658
E-mail: on@medianimacion.com
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ORBITA MAX
Contact: Nerea Rubio
Diputació, 279, 2n-7a
E – 08007 Barcelona
Tel: +34 935 052 030
Fax: +34 935 052 029
E-mail: orbitamax@orbitamax.com
www.orbitamax.com

P.G. PRODUCTION SERVICES, S.L.
Passeig Torreblanca, 5
E – 08172 Sant Cugat del Vallès (Barcelona)

PANSPERMIA
Contact: Marcel·lí Antúnez
De la Cera, 27
E – 08001 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 293 042
Fax: +34 933 293 042
E-mail: ofi@marceliantunez.com
www.marceliantunez.com

PARALLEL 40
Contact: Joan Gonzàlez (Production)
Contact: Marta Castañé (Sales)
Mallorca, 209, pr.-2a
E - 08036 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 530 025
Fax: +34 933 239 330
E-mail: documentals@parallel40.com
www.parallel40.com

PILAR MONTOLIU
Contact: Pilar Montoliu
Teodora Lamadrid, 52-60, Esc. E, 1r-1a
E - 08022 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 112 092
Fax: +34 932 112 092
E-mail: pilarmontoliu@hotmail.com

MORTIMER PRODUCCIONS
Contact: Carina Portillo
Casp, 146 bis, 2n A
E – 08013 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 458 143
Fax: +34 934 368 961
E-mail: infor@mortimerproduccions.com
www.mortimerproduccions.com

MULTICULTI PRODUCCIONES, S.L.
Contact: Sandra Camps
Raurich, 8
E – 08002 Barcelona
Tel: +34 696 452 410
Fax: +34 933 025 077
E-mail: info@multicultibcn.com /
sandra@multicultibcn.com
www.multicultibcn.com

NANOUK FILMS, S.L.
Contact: Oscar Romagosa
Calàbria, 202, ent. A
E – 08029 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 196 022
Fax: +34 935 123 675
E-mail:nanouk@nanouk.tv
www.nanouk.tv

NÈMESI FILMS
Contact: Xavier Juncosa
Sant Fructuós, 20-22
E - 08004 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 236 499
Fax: +34 934 236 499
E-mail:nemesifilms@hotmail.com

OBERON CINEMATOGRÀFICA
Contact: Àngels Masclans
Aragó, 217, 5è
E - 08007 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 512 560
Fax: +34 934 515 140
E-mail: oberon@oberoncinematografica.com
www.oberoncinematografica.com
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SAGRERA TV, S.A.
Contact: Clara de la Hoz 
Arquitecte Sert, 10
E – 08005 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 259 292
Fax: +34 932 211 861
E-mail: cmhoz@sagreratv.com
www.sagreratv.com

SENSEMAYÁ
Contact: Lluís Crous
Ptge. del Mar, 3
E – 08390 Montgat (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 934 691 697
Fax: +34 934 691 697
E-mail: guanaco@terra.es

SLOT, SERVEIS AUDIOVISUALS, S.L.
Contact: Isabel Minguillón
Consell de Cent, 301, 1r-1a
E - 08007  Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 522 952
Fax: +34 934 515 271
E-mail: isabel@slot-tv.com

TEAM TOWERS
Contact: Fèlix Miret
Ignasi Iglesias, 11
E – 08720 Vilafranca del Penedès (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 938 174 397 / +34 657 196 469
felixmiret@teamtowers.com

TRATART PRODUCCIONS, S.C.C.L.
Contact: Santi Lanero
Pge. Garcini, 1
E - 08041 Barcelona
Tel: +34 653 541 600 
E-mail: tratartproduccions@hotmail.com
www.tratartpro.com

POLAR STAR FILMS
Contact: Bettina Walter
Travessera de Gràcia, 60, ent.-2a
E - 08006 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 004 777
Fax: +34 932 004 787
E-mail: info@polarstarfilms.com
www.polarstarfilms.com

PRODUCCIONES AVINYÓ FILMS, S.L.
Contact: Jacobo Beut (Production)
Contact: Marta Baldó (Sales)
Teodoro Lamadrid, 4, sot.-1a
E – 08022 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 180 059 / +34 629 715 943
Fax: +34 932 119 820
E-mail: jacobo@avinyofilms.com/marta@avinyofilms.com
www.avinyofilms.com

QUIMELCA, S.L.
Contact: Jordi Domingo
Llull, 16, 5è-3a
E – 08005 Barcelona
Tel: +34 670 099 084
Fax: +34 932 217 144
E-mail: quimelca@quimelca.com
www.quimelca.com

RODRIGUEZ HACHIMARU, S.L.
Contact: Luis Cerezo
València, 352, 2n-1a
E – 08009 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 587 733
Fax: +34 934 587 733
E-mail: info@rodriguez-hachimaru.com
www.rodriguez-hachimaru.com

RUMBO SUR, S.L. 
Contact: Olga Paret
Pl. Joan Cornudella, 18, Esc. B, 1r-1a
E – 08035 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 274 142
Fax: +34 934 286 904
E-mail: rumbosur@thalassa-online.com
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TURURUT ART INFOGRÀFIC
Contact: Òscar Gómez
Ramon Turró, 153, baixos
E – 08005 Barcelona
Tel: +34 933 208 245
Fax: +34 933 008 434
E-mail: vostemani@tururut.org
www.tururut.org

TVC - TELEVISIÓ DE CATALUNYA, S.A.
Contact: Nuria Preminger (Sales)
Carrer de la TV3, s/n
E - 08970 Sant Joan Despí (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 935 674 967
Fax: +34 934 731 563
E-mail: sales@tvcatalunya.com
www.tvcatalunya.com

TVE - TELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA
Catalonia Production Centre
Contact: Amelia Tabernero
Mercè Vilaret, s/n
E – 08174 Sant Cugat del Vallès (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 935 823 471
Fax: +34 935 823 049
E-mail: granangular@rtve.es
www.rtve.es/tve/b/gran_angular/

TVE - TELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA (Sales)
Contact: Milagros García
Avenida de Radio Televisión, 4
E – 28223 Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid)
Fax: +34 915 817 813
E-mail: mmayi.comercial@rtve.es

ZIP FILMS
Contact: Jordi Rediu/Norbert Llaràs (Production)
Contact: Marina Lahoz (Sales)
Les Flors, 22, 2n
E – 08001 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 410 733
Fax: +34 934 419 988
E-mail:zip@zip-films.com
www.zip-films.com 
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Festivals & awards 2005



>  20 AÑOS NO ES NADA
By Joaquim Jordà. Ovideo TV - 2004

Festival de Cine de Mar del Plata (Argentina); Festival Int’l de Cine de Guadalajara (Mexico).

>  BALSEROS
By Carles Bosch & Josep Mª Domenech. Bausan Films / TVC - 2001

Filmar en América Latina (Switzerland); Showcase of Catalan Cinema (Luxembourg); Premis Tirant
Valencia (Spain); Festival de Cinema du Réel (France).

>  CINEASTES CONTRA MAGNATS
By Carles Benpar. Produccions Kilimanjaro - 2003

Muestra de Cine Independiente de Medellín (Colombia).

>  CIUDAD REFUGIO
By Sandra Camps. Multiculti Producciones - 2005

Festival Plataforma Video Zero Five - Athens (Greece); Festival de Cine de Medioambiente de
Catalunya (Spain).

>  COMANDANTE
By Oliver Stone. Media Pro / Pentagrama Films / Morena Films - 2002

Filmar en América Latina (Switzerland).

>  CUBA LE CANTA A SERRAT
By Joan Minguell. Zip Films - 2005

Festival Iberoamericano de Huelva (Spain); La Primavera Cinematográfica de Lorca (Spain).

>  DE NENS
By Joaquín Jordà. Massa d’Or Produccions - 2003

Showcase of Catalan Cinema – Napoli (Italy); Premios Goya (Spain); Showcase of Catalan Cinema
(Andorra).
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>  EN CONSTRUCCIÓN
By José Luís Guerín. Ovideo TV - 1999-2000

Showcase of Catalan Cinema – Napoli (Italy); Rencontres Cinématographiques de Cerbère (France).

>  F.C. BARCELONA CONFIDENTIAL
By Daniel Hernández & Justin Webster. Alea Docs & Films / TVC - 2004

Prix Europa Golden Goal Berlin (Germany).

>  HERMANOS OLIGOR
By Joan López Lloret. Morlanda Produccions / Frame Zero - 2004

Festival de Cine de Málaga (Spain).

>  HISTORIA CHIQUITA QUE CRUZA UN OCÉANO
By Cecilia Bergeret. Cecilia Bergeret - 2005

Festival de Cine de Málaga (Spain).

>  IVAN Z
By Andrés Duque. Estúdios Piràmide - 2004

Festival de Cine de Mar del Plata (Argentina).

>  LA FAMÍLIA DE LA KÈNIA
By Llorenç Soler. Àrea de Televisió / TVC - 2005

Festival de Cine de Málaga (Spain).

>  LA CASA DE MI ABUELA
By Adan Aliaga. Salto de Eje / Ignacio Benedeti Cinema / Videogenic Broadcast - 2004

IDFA-Amsterdam (Netherlands) Joris Ivens Award; Chicago Int’l Film Festival (USA) Silver Generations

Images Award; Donostia San Sebastian Int’l Film Festival (Spain); Gijón Int’l Film Festival (Spain);
Miami Int’l Film Festival (USA).
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>  LA DOBLE VIDA DEL FAQUIR
By Elisabet Cabeza & Esteve Riambau. Oberon Cinematogràfica - 2004-2005

Donostia San Sebastian Int’l Film Festival (Spain).

>  REJAS EN LA MEMÓRIA
By Manuel Palacios. Estudios Piràmide / Sogecable - 2004

Palm Springs Film Festival (USA); Viva! Spanish Film Festival Manchester (UK); Seattle Int’l Film
Festival (USA); Resistances (France); Cinespaña- Toulouse (France).

>  SAÏD
By Llorenç Soler de los Mártires. CPI / ICC / Media Int’l Audiovisuel - 1998

Sueños de Al-Andalus – Cinema Arsenal Berlín (Germany).

>  SALVADOR ALLENDE
By Patricio Guzmán. JBA Production / Les Films de la Passarelle / CV Films / Universidad de Guadalajara

/ MediaPro / Patricio Guzmán - 2004

Premios Goya (Spain).
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